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ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
February. Delta Mark lOB $39.9!i: Megctspark 400
$42.95: Tiger SST $34,95. 268-!i490: Electronic
lgllition Sales,
2/17
MOPEDS FROM $l99, Vespa Scooters; Vespa,
Peugeot, Hercules, Batavus Mopeds. Service & accessories. J .J, Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949 219
PRIVATE COLLECTION STRAIGHTGRAINED
used pipes. Can be seen at Pipe & Tobacco Road,
1078 Cornell ~E, M,-F 9:30-6:00, Sat. 10-5.
2/2
SCHWINN SUBURBAN 5-SPEED girPs blc:tcle;
Excellent condition, $85.00. Earl, 268-7295.
2/3
GUILD, HOLLOW-BODY.,.ELECTRIC. Refinished
& new hmirm keys. Large body with beautiful,
mellow tone, $350, 247-8158,
1/31
MUST SELL EXCEPTIONAL paperback collection:
Sei-fi, poetry, an, philosophy, Hesse, Lawrence, elc;
Casscue deck, records, 268-7204
2/1
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Classified Advertising Is located in
Marron Hall, Rm. 105. Open 8:30a.m.
to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday.
Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or less
costs 15c a word per day; an ad placed
5 days or more consecutively costs 9c
a word per day.
·
NOON is the deadline to place an ad
in next day
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TYPING MA ENGLISH.

PBRSONALS

1.

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, !ilcrilizalion, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0 171 '
211l
JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover

• WashingiDo retur_ns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on_
Wed., Feb. f at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for this ASUNM/PEC Presentation are available at the SUD and

Popejoy Hall box offices and at aiLTicketmaster
locations.
2/1
FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A nonacademic introduction to the art of film making

taught by a working filmakcr. Call Gary Doberman
aflernoons before Feb. S. 266-0863
2/3
DESPARATELY WANTED, INTRODUCTION to
Modern Circuit Analysis by Calallan, Macnee,

McMahon-Holt, Rin6hart, Winston publisher. If
interested in loaning or .selling this book plea~e
contact Dr. Koschmann at 277-3140 or Mabel Grey at
277-4924
213

CONCEPTIONS - SOUTHWEST- A new
publication of UNM's Creative Arts is now accepting
submissions from sculpture to poeuy. For more
inform.ation call Leslie 299·4773 or Gayle 292-1323.
1 fn
NOTICE TO STUDENTS interested in entering the
College of Nursiug; The deadline for submission of
application is Feb .. I, 1978. Cull 277-4224 for further
information or appointment.with counselor.
1/31
PERRY'S PIZZA WILL begin delivering friday Jan.
27, Ca11843-9750
tfn
PARTY PIANIST! ROCK chops, licks, and riffs to
liven up any event by UNM student moonlighting as
nitctimc gigger. Great background or .<>ingalong music
for frats, sors, clubs, etc. Fees cool, fing~rs hot. Call
Dave, 292-m~31, after 5.
2/3
BUBBLE PRACTICE) JOHNSON gym pool. UNM
Scuba Club, Wed., Feb. I, 7:30pm.
211
HAPPY BIRTHDAY VICKEEJ~ nes--Paul.
1131
BEGINNI~G Wf:AVING CLASS start• Feb. B.
Weavers Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265-9100.
216
HAPPY BIRTHDAY URENDA, wilh love, The Fox.
211
LINDA,II.OVH YOU. Please reconsider. Chuck.
2/6
WHAT LURKS IJHTWBEN THE pointed cars and
bchiitd the ~lanted cychrow!i'l Brlng.your tricorders to
Popcjny Halllhis Monday at8 pm, and investigate.
1131
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during happy hour m
Ned's. F..;tm Special Drlnk prices during Very Happy
Hour ttl Ned's.
l/31
MAR.Y, FORGET IT. If you don't wantlo meet me
at Cnrraro''> then we'll meet somewhere else ~nd have
Carrara's deliver to U'i. The only reason J want you to
~:;cc the new restaurant is because I think it's pretty
neat. It's the lk~t solar heatccl re~taurant in the
Southwest aud o;ccond one ill the whole country. It's
nice and quiet, hils a big redwood deck and is even
carpeted, ll''i quite different from the other place on
Ihe alley. Nkk.
2/1
NEED TO BORROW old High Times for semester.
Joc2l6-0090
2/1

2.

REWARD $50.00 LOST: Om: 18 week old female
brown ami Inn doberman puppy (noi AKC). Collar
and tag~. Crooked right fronlleg. Named Maconya.
HcaTibrokcn owner. Stolen 1/15178~ Call Teresa,
243-46B91277-l907
213
LOST: REO WALLET. Desperately need J.D.'s!
Please return to the lost and found at the SUB candy
counter.
2/2
MITCHELL HALL 1/20178, 11:00 a.m.: Bluenotebook and English handbook were left under
desk. If found please call Kevin 831-4811
1/31
FOUND: GLOVE IN Marron Hall, 1st noor lady's
room. Describe and claim. room 105 Marron Hall.
1/31
FOUND; THURSDAY MORNING on 7 am incomil•g NE Heights bus--lady'S.glove, Claim Rm. IO!i
Marron Hilll.
trn
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
SS"

3.SERVICES
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES: Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-l200.
lfn
TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883-7787.
2124
BIORHYTHM SERVICES, YOUR energy cyd"·
physical-emotional·lntellcctual.
Send
birthdalc,
$6.00. Full Year Computer Projel.!tlon, Booklet, Dolt-YourseH instructions. 210 Spruce NE,
Albtiqi.Jcrr~uc87106.
2/3
INCOME TAX PREPARA'riON forms 1040-A Sl,
1040$7.50. Lollic265·3149.
1/31
2/14
FAST TYPING 266-39ll.
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Beginners Welcome 266-9291.
1/31

PERSON WANTED TO share two-bdrm house, SE,
$100 month plu§ utilities. Call Linda 34:5-2530,
evenings 266-1358.
1/31
ACCUSTOMED TO LUXURY,Iarge 1-bdrm., kids,
pets, $75 utilities paid. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
2/3
fee,
WHAT iS A COLLEGE INN? Excellent food (no
limit). Priva1e and double rooms. Maid service. 303
Ash NE. 243-288 I.
1131
HOUSE FOR RENT near UNM. 2-Bdrm, fireplace,
fenced yard, No lease required. Garage. $285 month.
898-12l4,
2/6

ALMOST FURNISHED NE dean solid 1-bdrm,
patio, $115. Call262-175l, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
213

BARGAIN DEAL, AIR conditioned 2·bdrm, partly
rur{lishcd, just $13S. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30
fcc,
2/j
BEST NE. 1-BDRM, kids, ~ets welcome, $90, utilities
paill, 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
213
13ARGAIN EAST SIDE, l·bclrm, garage, kids, pet~.
$130, ut ilitie~ ind11ded. 262-17!i I, Valley Rentals, $30

fee.

2/3

ORADUATE STUDENT, PROfESSIONAL, .1harc
bcautirul house~ Furni~hcd 3/bdrm, 6 mo. lease.
Walk to UNM. References. 255-7084
1/3 I
BRING KIDS, PETS, nmcy 2-bdrm collage, $125,
utilitico; paid. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc. 2/J
CAMPUS SPECIAL, FULlY fenced, 4-rm home.
Modern kitchen, $135.262-1151, V3\ley Rentals. $30
fcc.
2/3
ABOUT TIME, SECURELY fenced 3·bdrm, kids,
pets OK. $120.262-1751, Valley Rentals,$30 fcc. 2/3
KIDS, PETS l'INE, clean solid 2·bdrm, kids,.pcts ·
welcome, SilO. 262-1751, V.-.llcy Rentals, $30 fee, 2/3
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Luxury home
nCJir UNM. $120.266-4888
1/31

5.

UNEMPLOYED BUT WANT TO work? Why not
voluntr.er 4 Ins. a week at AGORA, UNM's student
crisis center? Orientation meeting is Tues. Jan. 31st,
'7:30 pm in Mitchell Hall Rm. 122. Con't make it7
Call us at 277-3013.
l/31
ATTENTION GRADUATE MEDICAL Law
students. Tutors wanted. Proficiency required in
math, verbal, basic science skills, Excellent pay. Call
294-{)416.
211
PART-TIME SALES PEOPLE for city-wide
publication, No high prcssUie--No hassles with the
boss. Work own hours. Write own paycheck.
Campus Magazine, 9-noon. 292~2078,
1/31

8.

JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Washington returns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Feb. I at 7:30 pm. 'Tickets for lhis ASUNM·
H m·PEC Presentation arc available at the SUB and
Popejoy Hall Box Offices and at all Ticketmaster

locatkms.
2/1
WOMEN"S SUEDE JACKET size 13/14. Good
condition. $40.268-0015
2/6
DELUXE. MICROWAVE LARGE oven tottchmatk.
probe. memory. No down paymenl, assume small
2/13
monthly payments. 268-4393.
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
buttonholes, embroiders. darns. Blind _stitches
without auad1ments, S27.!i0 ;md i<ake machine. 2665871.
2/13
NO DOWN PAYMENT Sansui receiver, 100 Walts,
comctlc or 8 track player. Fronolic 6--way speaker,
magnetic turntable. assume small mOnthly payments.
266-lS71
2/13
10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway. color
television. Brand new guarantee. do down payment,
small monthly payments until balance is paid orr.
266·l872.
2/ll
1978 KIRBY CLASSIC 111, commercial model with
shag rake and attachments, lifetime factory warranty,
2/13
take over small payments. 266-5871.

1-978 EUROPEAN CHARTERS available. lTC 2!i56Rl0.
1/31

No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-!!515
.·,'

. T_his issue deals with
rtd1cu!ous pastimes--otherwise
known as f:ads.
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Makers.;, Hand Made
h•d ian. Jewelry

SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

OLDTOWN

The Fads News Bares

. "The Tenth Principle of the teo.ching of
Bo.ho'u' lloh is the equolit.Y of the sexes.
·God ·ho.s creo.ted oil .creatures in couples
o.nd there is o.bsolute equo.lit.Y between
them."
- Po.ris To.lks b.Y Abdui'B~hn
1912

j·

::

1818

For list of other
Principles- of Bo.ho.'u' llo.h co. II
242-4604or
292-1255

Index

~ottt"ER GR£tl\t

GRAFF1TI - "What do
you get when you cross an
adolescent with a toilet
seat?" Answer: "Graffiti."
The
LOBO
takes
a
psychological, sociological
and up-close look at this
popular bathroom trend.
- Seepage3

Now Open
Wyoming Mall
294-3072

,.

Quality Plants
-The Lowest Prices
SPECIAL SALE
Rubber Plants & Areca Palms

.'

10% Discount to UNM Students with ID
JUNK FOOD - Is UNM a
campus of junk food
junkies? Where are the best
spots to eat if you want a
nutritionally
balanced
meal?
- Seepagell

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Tripll $89.95 buys
you I) dark w;:1lntn stained frame, 2) \af.:ty liner, 3)

. t:yeglasses or Contact unses
One day service, quality and
style at reasonable cost.

_Casey Optical Co.
(Next diiifrTo-crJSefi e.ra

. rug

Lomas at Washington
255-6

SCHWINN ,

FORSALE

20 USED I'ORTAULE TV'S. $30.00 to $60:00.441
2/1
Wyoming NE, 25l-l987
SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG sewing machine. Top
of the Line. Slightly used but still under warramy.
Automatic bobbin winder, hilS computerized but·
tonholer and docs hundreds
fancy stitches.
217
Regularly $800, now SISO cash. 294-8155.
1967 PEUGEOT 404 STATION WAGON. AC,
radio, radial tires. Runs. needs 'lome work. $450. 765~
5726
1/31

Cost $30.00! sludents $20.00. Phone262-0066 or266·
1789,
2/8

February Special
Complete -Lube &
Adjustments

10% off Reg.
Albq. Schwinn Cyclery
4404 Menaul N.E.
-Al!]uquerque, N .M. 87110

256-7921

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

TDDAY'S ·CBDSSIDRD PUZZLI
ACROSS

JOGGING- They're at it
from dawn to dusk. Men
and women joggers of all
ages paradii1g ~round ca111~

46 Direction

UNITED Feature Syncjlcate
47 Merchandising
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Emit loud
events
..,.,.,.....,....-~
puffs
49 Yield
5 Harem
53 Artificial
rooms
57 General
9 Pigment
sense
14 Fragrance
58 Illicit liaison
1 5 Blue jeans' 59 Russian
creator
name
16 Sheepllke
61 Unable to
17 Untainted
speak
18 Transfer
62 Arizona
property
community
19 From this
63 "He ---source
good life"
20 Noted
64 Length x
violinist
breadth
22 Kept from
65 Gibe
happening
66 Affected
24 Sets forth in
person
13 Tall grass
42 Indonesian
words
67 Tree home 21 Approaches
province
26 Tyrants:
23 Cisterns
43 Armed conVar.
DOWN
25 Sp. afflrmaflict
27 ----of the
1 Pius and
lives
45 Spoiler
Mist
John
28 Reckless
47 Oaf: Slang
29 Dined
2 Grown-up
ones
48 -----deadly
30 Was in first
. 30 Narrow strip
sins
3 F
33 Typewriter
n~~~mne
31 1813 battle 50 Harden:
lake
Var.
symbols
4 Therapy
32 Means of
51 lOU's rela37 Dear: Italian
5 Not new
exit
lives
38 Racetrack
6 Profound
33 Touch
52 Something
buildings
7 Ward off
39 Get--- of
8 Manner of
against
,
special
40 Math, relahorse-riding 34 Percheron s 53 Jazz
tion
g Hold
tresses
devotees
41 Militaty
together
35 Proper
54 Portent
group
1 Heating
36 Nothing
55 ~reek pro42 Kind of male
37 Texas or
vmce
devices
Alberta
56 Wall part
sheep
11 Bits of fluff
rancher
60 Snatch:
44 Pro---:
Temporarily 1 2 A single
40 Adjust
Slang
lime
differently
45 Frantic
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Blood
PI asIna

.

Donor Center

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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SPACE JUNK - E;·ery
person living in the UNM
dormitories could have a
piece of space junk for their
own personal collection if
all the junk floating in outer
space was collected. A trend
of the technological age is to
put space waste into orbit
and where it fails we know
not where.
-Seepag/5
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FASHIONS - Hern:~ber
zoot suits'?
The Shlrl~y
Temple look'!' Flat top hatrcutsr Like all fashion and
nersonal appearance trends,
ihey'vc faded away. For. a
pictorial look at what Wlll
be out of style in 1980,
_ See pages 8 and fJ

'

842-6991

4<sameday.
'

HOUSING

9 • ,_:__:_
TRAVEL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

COPIES
Overnight.
31fzcea
.

4.

or

LOST & FOUND

--

Campus delivery. 296-

Bl64,
3120
GUITAR LESSONS. FIRST lesson frc:e. Flat-picking
or class-ical, Experienced teacher. Private lessons.
213
Call Marc at L& M Music Studio, 247r8J!i8.
QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and
edilorial system. Technil.!al, general, legal, medical,
scholaStic. Charts & tables. 34!iu2125.
4/29
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND WR(TING assistance.
26l-1164.
216
BABYSITTING MY HOME NE Heights, $1/hr.,
.45/meal, minimum SlS/wk. 296-3405
1/31
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8Sil,
tfn

LIVE-IN ATTENDANT NEEDED for quadraplegic
student. 268-1697.
1/31
NEED BASS PLAYER i~cre.~tcd in working.night c
circuit with JaZz/Rock 1;1and. For information, call
Phil, 281-3940
1/29
HELP WANTED: TEACHERS at all levels. Foreign ..
and Domestic Teachers, Box 1063 Vancouver, Wash.
98660
212
PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who like
people. Work as little ali ·3 hrs. per week, or more.
Call299·0401 for more information.
2!2
PERRY'S PIZZA, 2004 Central SE, (across from
UNM). Full time help want~d--days. Please apply in
aftcrnoon!l.
1/31
PAR't-TIME JOB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay.
. Possible full-time summer. Call Phil Franczyk, CI.U.
883-5360.
2117
STUDENT SPOUSE WITH SEWING experience
wanted for part-time employment. Bernina Sewing
Machine Company, 268-9176.
2/6

foam comfort pad, 4} uny size mattres5 wi!h 3-year
guarantcej $89.95.3407 Central NE. 255-2289, 2123
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb:-i'ith
from 7:00-9:30 pm anq Saturday 10:00 am~S;OO pm.

fad/'fad, 'faa(e) n-s (origin unknown) 1 : a pursuit or
interest followed usn. widely but bnef~y and
capriciously with exaggerated zeal and de.votJ?n (the
fancv fashionable cleYerness and egocentnc .bnllianc~ 'of each passing modern fad- Peter V1ereck) 2:
the object of a fad : rage (crossword puzzles where
the fad of the year) syn (see 'fashion). .
. .
-Webster's Third New Internatwnal Dwtwnary

'
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UFO's - Where do you go
when you've seen a UFO?
The LOBO tried to find out
what you do after you've
seen an unidentified flying
object, but met with limited
success.
-Seepage6
BOOKS
Students
aren't always reading
Chemistn 101 texts. The
most popular reading
material is discovered in a
LOBO survey.
-See page 7
AND
these
regular
features:
-World News on page 2
- Arts on pages 12 and 13
-Sports on page 14
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Graffiti: Common
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~Kleindienst Testifies on Swindle
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LOS ANGELES (UP I) · Richard G. Kleindienst, former
attorney general in the Nixon
admiiiistration, testified for almost
two hours Tuesday before a federal
grand jury investigating an insurance swindle involving the
teamsters Union.
Afterwards, Kleindienst -~poke
briefly with reporters and said:
"I appearec:l as a witness, not as a
suspect."
Kleindienst received a suspended
jail sentence of one month in 1974
for inaccurate testimony before a
U.S. Senate committee at his 1972
confirmation hearing.
Teamster President Frank E.
Fitzsimmons was scheduled to
appear before the grand jury later

Tuesday.
Both Kleindienst and Fitzsimmons had testified previously
before a Senate committee and gave
contradictory versions of their roles
in the 1976 insurance dealings of
Joseph Hauser who was awarded a

$32 million contract for health
insurance for Teamster Members.
Hauser later was convicted of
bribery of two union officials and
attempting to bribe tw'o others. He
was sentenced to 301 months in
prison and is free pending appeal.

Kleindienst tofd the committee
hw used his friendship with Fitzsimmons to get the contract and
said he received a fee of $250,000
for interceding on Hauser's behalf.
He said he· split the fee with two
members of a Washington public
f

'

A Dream Comes True
NEWARK, N.J. (UPI) - A
Cul-:::n woman who waited nine
years to immigrate to the United
States got her dying wish Tuesday
to become an American citizen.
Senovia de Las Nieves Rios, 61,
of Elizabeth, who has terminal
cancer and is not expected to live
more than six months, was sworn in
as an American c!tizen as she sat in

Acareer in lawwithout law school.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
care\lr. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work tradi·
tlonally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you the
skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered-choose the city in
which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law firms, banks,
and corporations In over 80 cities.
If you are a senior of high academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
to meet you.
Contact your placement office for an interview with our
representative.

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, March 3

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

a wheelchiar at Beth Israel Medical
Center.
· With an American flag draped
nearby, Union Couinty assignment
Judge V. William Dibuono administered the oath of allegience. In
turn, Mrs. Rios handed authorities
her !!,reen alien registration card.
"l am extremely happy. It is the
happiest day of my life. If I die
right here in this chair now I
couldn't be happier," Mrs. Rios
said ·in Spanish, smiling and
laughing as she clutched her
citizenship papers.·
Mrs. Rios applied for citizenship
last June after passing all the
qualifying tests. Since she has been
hospitalized for more than three
months, she missed the chance to
attend the normal naturalization
ceremonies.
But Victor Fernandez, a friend
and neighbor, contacted immigration and .. naturalization
authorities who agreed to allow the
ceremony to take place at the
hospital.
"She wanted to die as an
Americao citizen," said Fernandez.
Mrs. Rios' husband, Fernando,
said the couple waited for nine
years before they received permission to leave Cuba in 1969. He

ALGIERS, Algeria (UPI)- The
PLO and four hardline Arab
nations opened a summit Tuesday
to map their opposition to Egypt's
peace talks with Israel. But Iraq
boycotted the meeting.
The foreign ministers of Syria,
Libya, South Yemen and Algeria
and a Palestine Liberation
Organization official met to set the
agenda for Thursday's meeting of
the Presidents of the four nations
and PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat.
In his opening address, Algerian
Foreign
Minister Abdelaziz
Bouteflika said Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat's peace contacts with

Drunken Hooligans
Go Wild on Ice

J!Iend
home
tostudJ.

Study with Cliffs Notes. Because
they can help you do better in
English class. There are more than
200 Cliffs Notes covering all the
frequently assigned novels, plays
and poems. Use them as a
guide while you're
,
reading ... and again as ...L!
an e~ltcient .review. to~ exams.
They re great for helpmg you
understand literature ... and
they're· ready to help you now.

Call us at 766-2816, or talk with the Marine Officer Sdcctior1
Team at the SUB on February l & 2.
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Israel are a direct threat to the
Arabs' "revolutionary heritage"
and violated arab "solidarity."
The agenda for the presidential
summit was not disclosed but an
Algerian official said it will seek
ways to implement sanctions on
Egypt agreed upon by Jhe same five
nations and factions in Tripoli last
month.
But western observers said the
summit had already failed in one
respect - Iraq was boycotting the
session although its unofficial
purpose was to bring the radical
Baghdad regime back into the
hardliners' fold,

.~
ij

117 Winrock Center
1·40 & Louisiana

Albuquerque

Speak

By BILL ROBERTSON
LOBO Staff Writer
What do you get when you cross an adolescent with a toilet
seat?-Graffiti." (Psychology Bldg., 1978)
• . Man. has engaged i~ the almost-always illicit practice of writing graffiti
. smce trme began. Th1s a·ge-old literary form is the voice of the c'ommon
man ~xpressing his .fant~sies, venting his frustrations, proclaiming his
rebelhons and declarmg hrs propaganda. It is, according to Robert Reisner
and Lorraine Wechsler, authors of the "Encyclopedia of Graffiti "
"another version of history.''
'
Although very little knowledge exists about the graffitist, simply because
the spirit of the activity is anonymous, this vacuum of information has not
stopped interested parties from speculating about these "shadow writers."
Reisner and Wechsler, in the introduction to their "encyclopedia," claim
graffitists·are "people with no creative outlet for their thoughts." Consequently, a bare wall is viewed as an invitation, a challenge to the
potential graffitist.
Most graffiti, according to Reisner and Wechsler, fits into one of three
categories: Se;~, politics or religion. The extent of sexual graffiti found on
the UNM campus was, for the most part, too obscene for publication.
Political graffiti in the University's bathrooms W<:tS plentiful, as were
references to religion. Perhaps those critics who accuse today's students of
being apathetic politically should spend more time reading the bathroom
walls.
Some examples of political graffiti in Zimmerman Library include:
"Communism is the answer" arid the belated "Let's elect Nixon in '72."
The philosophy department bathroom offered the wisdom, "It is only
because death is stalking us that makes life an unfathomable mystery." It
was signed "Don Juan."
Occ~sion~lly a person will feel the urge to reply to a particular piece of.
graffiti. Thrs often results in a series of graffiti labels by Reisner and
Wechlsler as "conversational graffiti." A prime example of this genre was
found in the biology building:
"Peace comes in large packages."
"Peace comes when you find the reason why."
"Peace comes to those who seek it."
"Peace comes to those who are dead.'
And finally there was:
"You are all wrong. Peas come from farmers."
Last semester an Illinois university requested samples of UNM graffiti.
George Miller, assistant dean for collections development at Zimmerman
Library, initiated a program of posting sheets of wrapping paper on the
bathroom walls in the library. When full, the sheets were sent to Illinois.
Sam Roll, associate professor of pscychology, claimed this practice was
great for keeping the walls clean but it also"took the fun out of it (writing
graffiti)" He said, "One of the important aspects of graffiti is that it is a
defiant act. ';Vhen authorities at the library put up the paper,they were in
effect welcommg people to write."
Sociologists and psychologists' groups have recently begun exploring the
world of graffiti in hopes of discovering new insights into their fields of
study. Many psychologists believe sexual or obscene graffiti is a form of ~-~..
psychic masturbation or latent exhibitionism. Graffiti of nrniP<I nr
rebellion may point to persons slrongly discontent with the status quo, but
who have no outlet for their frustrations other than the bathroom walls.
To these people a bare wall can become a sounding board, a valuable
therapeutic release.
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Iraq stormed out of the Tripoli
summit charging the hardliners'
decision to "freeze" relations with
Cairo and denounce Sadat's peace
initiative were not hard enough,
The Algiers summit was billed a
"conference of firmness and
reaction" against the EgyptianIsraeli peace talks. Iraq has called
for a rival summit of "steadfastness
and liberation" in Baghdad next
month.
An Algerian official, clearly
irked at the Iraq boycott, accused
the Baghdad regime of insincerity
and giving "silly" reasons fo its
absence at the Algiers summit.
"They sent us a telegram this
morning saying they had not been
able to contact us in time to conform their participation," the
official said.
"Iraq's action is the result of
purely internal affairs in the
Baathist movement," a senior
Algerian diplomat said.
Iraq and Syria, ruled by rival
Baathist party factions, have vied
against each other for primacy in
the Arab socialist movement ever
since Syrian President Hafez Assad
came to power ill 1970).

Free Pitcher of Coke

New Mexico

r./'A'-.
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"great personal friend" who wouie
influence his decisions as a trustee
of the health and welfare funds.

Arab 'Hardliners'
Oppose Peace Talks

~ .Ta.~a

We'<e lookiog foe' few good meo.
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Kleindienst was asked by
said he spent four years in a Cuban
jail during that time. The couple's reporters Tuesday about the apparent contraditions in their senate
two grown sons are still in Cuba.
testimony.
"
"Make of that what you will,"
"l thought this would never
he
said. "1 'd just as soon not talk
happen, I have fulfilled my
about
it."
dream," said Mrs. Rios, a one time
factory worker and volunteer at the
Hauser is now being sued by the
hospital.
Teamsters for allegedly siphoning
off $7 million in premiums.

MOSCOW (UPI) - There's only one thing worse than a hooligan.
That's a drunk holligan on ice.
235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
The newspaper Moskovsky Komsomo!etz Tuesday called for a campaign
(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.
against druken troublemakers who are ruining the atmosphere at
Moscow's Gorky Park Ice Rink.
It's the biggest ice skating rink in Moscow and the fact that the
.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... newspaper attacked conditions there indicates the drunken hooligans may
be more than a passing problem.
The police don't seem to be taking the matter seriously, leaving the duty
to the 31st of October Group - a young Communist league organization
that volunteers for guard duty.
And the problem with that group, according to the newspaper, is that it
has 40 volunteers for guard duty and at any given time, only half of them
show up.
What's worse, most of the remaining 20 either cannot skate or have no
desire to tangle with a bunch of drunks in a dark corner of the rink.

Fly Marine.

relations firm.
Fitzsimmons agreed that he
talked three times with Kleindienst
about the matter but said he did not
give any assurance Hauser would be
awarded the contract. He said he
did not consider Kleindienst a
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By BEVERLY HAHUON
LOBO Staff Writer
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~Editorial

Mankind's

Q

~ Trends on Page 4
~
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·Since today is our annual fads issue, we're devoting today's editorial
"' to' trends in writing letters to the editor.
~ As· you will notice in today's issue, the trend today is that you only
~ Write a letter to the editor when you're angry about something. That's
perfectly understandable.
ANOTHER TREND YOU MlqHT HAVE NOTICED is a tendency
on the part of the writer to sound like he or she is writing a dissertation
on the moral ramnifications of cross-breeding lambs and wolves.
Perhaps you've also noticed that there is a trend to write letters to the
editor and opinions. This is fine with us. With the exception of
bathrooms walls (see graffiti story), this is one of the few places on
campus to let some very sound ideas see the light of day.
IF YOU LOOK THROUGH OLD NEWSPAPERS you'll find that the
substance of editorial pages has changed drastically in the last hundred
years. But it's nice to know editorial pages and the people's ability t9
speak on them have persevered almost as ,long as this country has.

Final Frontier,
It's Full
:.$'

.

"So rrs ~flNGa\tm 10 COMBINE 'SMC1<1NG WITt\ ThKING THE PI~L --- WELL, I'M CERfAINLY NOT
GIVI~

UP SMOKING !II

Opinion

O.f Junk
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What's Next?
Christians on Campus
The events of the past decade in this country have been unprecedented in the history of the world. Upheavals have emerged with
an awesome air of finality in a few short years, bringing to birth new
forms, new shapes, new concepts. Customs, deeply rooted ideologies,
attitudes well-anchored in tradition, have, in a few short years, been
controverted, rejected and overthrown. The American prototype has
been put to the wall and shot. The American ideology has been
assassinated; and in the echoes of that volley we have heard the
awakening cries of a searching, thirsty people.
Now we have come to a juncture: early 1978, and a lull has settled
over this ·generation, and a promise of peace. Many voices have
stopped, many faces turned-looking, watching. What will come next?
What's next for this generation?
After the long conflict, the long battle with the system, all are tired,
few are optimistic, and nobody expects to affect any change. Every
attack against the Establishment has been met with quenching compromise; every hope to bring about a totally new society has been
diluted. Burned out, beaten back and gone inward now, this generation
pauses. The targets of our protest have disappeared.
Many people, having abandoned hope somewhere along the line, will
remain apathetic to happenings and non-happenings alike, numb both
to change and to the status quo. Caught in the sweeping apathy of this
age, their life has already dried within them. Having little to h.o~e for,
they go to bed with the lingering of the TV in the ears- dazed v1ct1ms of
the dim white light, blindly trudging from weekend to weekend.
Others, intrigued by shadows, and more than shadows, will wander
more deeply into the abstract realms, employing the aids of drugs,
occultism and numerous other things. Wrestling with darkness, they go
on to an uncertain end.
Yet there will be some ... others who have embarked on a search-an
inward search. Probing deeply, they have grown weary of life, of their
own selves, and of the mere repetition of life's pleasures. Driven
strongly, they feel there must be some sort of answer. Within them
there is a certain unexplainable hunger for reality. Within them is the
heart-beat of the search. These are those who are drawn and pursued
by they-know-not-what, yet they have a feeling, an unknown
awareness, that somehow the answer lies deep within man himself.
Within. They have a sensation that the answer lies within. Somehow,
somewhere within man there is the answer ... but where??
We have completed out first survey- What Is The Meaning Of Life
To You?-alid are now tabulating the results. Our findings will appear
in this column next week.
Deanna Deckert
Christians On Campus

LOBO editor/sf phone 271-5658
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Just a Bad Dream
by Jim Palmer
I remember Cuba, ah Cuber, Cuber, Cuber. Ah yes, the "crisis." We
were shooting baskets in the backyard, the neighbor man was digging a
big hole. "Watcha' making?" we'd ask.
"Er-a-ahm a swimming pool" was his hesitant reply.
"Er·a-ahm that's an awfully small swimming pool. Why the roof with
all the dirt on it?" we questioned.
"Play ball," he retorted.
As it turned out (a couple of years later when the padlock was left
off) down the ladder and into the hole we found water, canned green
beans, and a chain-crank operated fan. "Mightly strange-looking
swimming pool," we chimed.
Ahh, but that's all over now, Cuba has since sunk into the Caribbean.
All that nuclear stuff has died its half life, so eat your green beans (if
you dare) and throw out your water. The bad dream is over for us, but
not for our comrades in the U.S.S.R.
Two weeks ago, on Nova (Channel 5) they had a show about civil
defense, pointing out that while we are eating our green beans and
spilling our rusty water, and spending $2-plus to save the skins of our
bif whigs in Washington, D.C. (via Antarctica) our Soviet comrades
have regular C. D. drills. Everyone knows where to go and what to do.
The factory workers pile dirt on the machinery, the doctors and nurses
report to the prepared underground facilities.
Why doesn't someone wake them up and tell them it's only a bad
dream so tbey too can eat their green beans and drink their water?
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Editorial Angers
Editor:
I don't think I can fully express the anger I felt on reading that
mindless cop-out of an editorial called "Materialistic Fresh" you printed
in Tuesday's Lobo (Jan. 24).
Surely you don't think Chivas Regal, television, and materialism were
just invented this year so that incoming freshmen could have an excuse
for their narrow views of life. These influences were around and
prevalent in the lives of freshmen 10 and 15 years ago. Fortunately,
some of us rejected this materialiasm, at least to the extent that the
Vietnam occupation ended, ecological and social service groups
proliferated, the number of people working for various kinds of political
change grew, and many people moved a long way toward looking at
each other as equal human beings rather than economic factors.
If some (I'm sure not all) of this year's freshmen continue to think
only of the material, well sobeit; let's hope there is still some material
around when they're ready for it. If the LOBO staff wants to keep its
blinders on and continue to produce bland, thoughtless, unchallenging
rags like the one I read today, it's a pity, but I can't stop you. Just don't
go blaming your empty attitudes on society.
People can do much more than "reflect the times they live in" if they
choose to.
Richard Rose
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Most space junk are leftovers, said National
Ae~onautics and Space Administration (NASA)
off1cials. These consist of "spent booster
roc~ets, s.hrouds that protected satellites during
the1r orb1t, and chunks of different space crafts
that blew up or were otherwise shaken to
pieces" during or after separation. This junk
also includes 750 "dead" satellites, those that
~re n~ longer beign used. These satellites range
m we1ght, from a few pounds to five tons.
The biggest piece of debris, said NASA officials, is the Sky lab, the space laboratory that
three astronaut crews used in 1973 and 1974.
NASA scientists said the lab is in low orbit, 270

miles above earth. Eventually the lab's orbit
will decay. It will then be gravitationally
pulled back into the earth's atmosphere. Some
of the lab, which is about as big as a house
trailer, will disintegrate. But the rest of it will
come crashing down to earth and scientists are
not sure when and where this will happen.
Th? first incident of debris re-entering the
earths atrnosphere was a Russian satellite that
entered the earth's atmosphere above north?entral. <?anada Jan. 25. Although the satellite
1tself diSintegrated, scientific officials from the
Canadian and American, governments are unsure as to whether the disintegrated satellite
caused that sudden patch of "extremely
dangerous radiation in north-central Canada."
Although a military base in Greenbelt, Md.
keeps track of all the junk in space, their orbits,
and the rate of decay. They are not sure exactly
when and where any one piece will fall, plans
for a ~lean-up are still in the very eary stages of
plannmg.
The only obstacle that any government must
overcome to put a clean-up plan into effect is
!he tremendous cost involved in picking the
JUnk up. However, scientists at NASA did state
that when the Space Shuttle goes into orbit in
1979, it has the capacity to pick up any debris
that lies within its orbital range.
Because of the expensive cost of clea!Jing up
space, most governments do not have any plans
for removing the junk. In the meantime the
junk will remain in inner and outer space
polluting the "final frontier."
'
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Sexist Headline
Editorfr
To entitle Joyce Kozloff's letter to the editor concerning George
Gesner's insipid review of "Diana Luppi and Friends" as 1st Woman ·
Mounted demonstrates that the LOBO perceives sexism to be a constitutional right guaranteed them through freedom of the press. If the
LOBO is going to pursue this course, it seems only fair to request equal
representation. The .next time the Lobes lose a basketball game ~n
appropriate headline could be Lobes .can't Get It Up or C~gers. M1ss
Balls. As long as you are going to wnte some of your headlines m the
boy's locker room, you may as well write all of them there.
If the student body of this university can accept the LOBO's
inalienable right to do sexist journalism, it can also accept your right to
do white supremacist, heterosexist, racist and anti-Semitic coverage of
university life. I am looking forward to even more of these politic~lly
unaware and morally deficient headlines in the future. I am also looking
forward to the consequences of such a·cts.
Diana Luppi

For every person living in the UNM dormitories, there is a piece of American junk in
space--and them some.
One piece of Russian space junk could be
given to every one of the University's teachers
with 400 pieces left over.
Each of th!) sororities and fraternities on
campus could claim a piece of Japanese junk.
The United states leads all countries in the
number of pieces of space junk with 2,916,
followed by the Soviet Union with 1,441, France with 54 and Japan with 26.
And{ there are 68 pieces of Canadian, French
and Chinese junk--enough to give each UNM
academic · departmen~ one piece for their
lo'unges.
'
In all, there are 4,5Q9 pieces of junk in space,
including 58 pieces from countries not mentioned yet. By 1975, 5,970 space junk objects
had already decayed.

Play-by-Play
ByD.M.F!:-YNN
On page one of today's LOBO,
there is a dictionary definition of a
fad. But the writers of that
definition probably did not realize
all the implications of a fad. Sure
they knew about cramming into
phone booths, swallowing goldfish,
Volkswagen stuffing and Elvis
Haircuts. But did they foresee such
ridiculous thil}gs as down vests, pet
roCks or paper clip earrings and the
Sex Pistols?
Johnny Rotten and his inimitable
fashions may be vogue these days,
but in the near future there may be
such gimmicks as:
The Kojak lookS this kit comes
complete with a twin bladed razor
and a jar of paraffin. A free
lollipop with this coupon, $5.95.
Lou Grant arms- two hairy wigs
complete with glue for the
forearms. Deluxe kit includes press
pass and white shirt with rolled up
sleeves. Please specify size, $12.59.
Private eye wheels-on special,
these wheels will make you sound
like Baretta. Four special speakers
are hidden inside the hub caps and,
at the push of a button will skreech
just like the real thing. Saves muney
on tires. $499.99.
Break-away furniture For
those fights with your roomate or
spouse, just grab one of our chairs
and hit them over the head with it.
They break just like in the movies.
Safe, too. Chair, $15 .89; door,
$8.95; desk, $14.50 and AM-FM
receiver, $7 88.99.
Darth Vader mask - great for
the uglies or those days you don't
feel like shaving. Cast iron mask
fits skin tight. Comes with crowbar
for easy removal, $18.95.
Worn-out suits - for the friend
that has a warm-up jacket but
nothing to wear after running those
six miles every day. Comes with
highly absorbent armpit pads.
Please specify size, $9.99.
Other trends not sold in stores
might resemble this:
The Richie Cunningham. Instead
of going "heeey", like the Fonz,
everybody will be saying "neat,
guys'' or "wow, that's all right."
You'll probably also hear those
neat RUYS singing "Blueberry Hill."
CONTACT LENS SPEClAL
New tint enhance5 eyes

Call us for price
(ncrt door to Ga.scy_ Rexoll Drug)

by Garry Trudeau
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There will also be more nostalgia.
Besides "I Love Lucy" and "FTroop" reruns, ·we will .be inundated with a "Leave it to Beaver"
craze. Some will even go so far as to
have oral surgery to get a space put
in between their two front teeth.
And that's the name of that tune.

For ·the best in c;lothing
and head supplies
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Campus Observatory
Open Friday Nights
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The UNM campus observatory
will be open to the public from 7 to
9 p.m. on Feb. 3.
This semester is the first time the
observatory has been open to the
public bn Friday evenings.

-

The observatory's 15-inch "'~"'
telescope will be focused on the g·
t:l
planet Jupiter. The 12-inch ~.
·:::'
telescope will be trained on a t"
double cluster in Perseus.
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By CHRIS LOVE
LOBO Staff Writer
Unidentified flying object (UFO)
sightings will increase
in the
coming year, said Dr. J. Allen
Hynek.
Science fiction movies like "Star
Wars" and "Close Encounters of
the Third Kind" have made people
more aware of ufo's said Hynek,
director of the Center for UFO
Studies in Evanston, Ill.
An increased interest in UFOs
has been noted at the center.
A frer the release of the movie
"Close Encounters" the Center for
UFO studies received over 600
letter& per day, as opposed to less'
than 50 daily letters prior to the
movie's box-office success.
A spokesman for the Aerial
Phenomena Reserach Organization
in Tucson, Ariz. said people are
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Subsequent investigation showed
the cloud to be the result of a test
conducted at Sandia Laboratories,
police said.
The New Mexico State Police
said that they have a series of
numbers to call to report UFO's.
The numb·ers put the police in
touch with local military in-

have not done so since 1969.
Both the slate and local police
have indicated that tliey do keep
records of reports,. and will take
some form of action on a UFO call.
This is not to say that everything
in the sky will prove to be a UFO.

fiction, Elizabeth Hamilton, a clerk
at the UNM Bookstore, said more
non- fiction is sold there than
fiction. A. 0. Jackson, bookstore
manager, said, "You'd starve to
death selling just fiction."
A consistent best seller at the
bookstore was written by Tony
H illerman, assistant to UNM
President William Davis and a
Journalism professor. The book is
a selection of photos from around
the state called, "New Mexico."
Hamilton said science-fiction and
fantasy are selling well, though the
demand for "Star Trek" and "Star
Wars" books has declined. Jackson
and Hamilton both said best sellers
at UNM are representative of best
sellers in colleges all over the
country.
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Wax-resist materials
Stencil materials
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Penlel pastels lor fabric
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The"Third Rocky Mountain sponsors include the Brigham
Fuel Symposium" will be held Feb. Young University department of
engineering,
the
10 and II at the Albuquerque Inn chemical
University of Utah department of
Convention Center.
The symposium is being hosted mining and fuels engineering and
by the UNM department of the Mountain Fuel Supply Comchemical and nuclear engineering pany.
The symposium will feature
Education. Other
presentations and discussions of
recent progress in research and
development of coal, tar sands, oil
shale and natural gas by leading
technical authorities.
The meeting will also provide
opportunities for students, faculty,
researchers, engineers and field

Carl Christensen, the manager of
a local bookstore, the Living Batch,
said most of his sales are in the
humanities
category.
Some
favorites were, "I, Claudius",
"Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance" and the Carlos
Casteneda books, he said.

$1.50
Lowet Level
New mexico Union Food Service

STEP UP TO
AHEWLETT·PACKARD
LENOW.
YOU'LL SAVE UP TO $105:
Hewlett-Packard announc~s
another great reason for buymg
an advanced Hewlett-Packard
programmable: A Free Software
Offer.

between February 1 and March 31,
1978. Then take your pick of any
five NEW HP-19C/29C Solutions
books. They're worth $37.50*but they're yours free.

THE HP-67/97 OFFER. .

--~~~J;;;'n February 1 and-M~rch -~~~--~
31, 1978. Then choose any five
Users' Library Solutions Booksa $50* value; any one Applications Pac-a $35* value; plus 40
blank magnetic cards-a $20*
value. That's $105* worth of
software-all free.

Many UFO sightings will prove.
to be an explainable phenomena,
Hynek said, but some useful information is expected to come from
this increased interest in UFO's.

.,;,.-.

Hynek is hopeful that previously
unreported sightings will be made
public due to the alt):nlion being
lavi~hed upon UFOs.
Albuquerque may be experiencing an increased UFO
awareness. On Jan., 17 a UFO was
anonymously reported in the area
of the city in the Albuquerque
·.t ournal's Actionline.
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you buy. You ll nonce. eve?. ;ature
of these calculat?rs IS des1gned
to help get your JOb .done. ~or ,
example: all use J?al enthes1s-free
RP~ log!~ for log1cal problem ,
solvmg with fewer k~rstro~es. The
HP-19C~,Z9C have a . contmuous
memory system that remembers
vow· programs even when turned
off. And the HP-67/97 have a
"smart" mag-card reader that
lets you load programs and goautomaticallv. Truly, thev'rc
designed with your solutions
in mind.

ACT NOW.
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In Feb. 10, 11 Meeting
pa1nt
:
Minerals,
Fuel
Discussed
on fabric! !

: California Art Supply, Inc.
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A UFO was reported and investigated in Albuquerque about six
months ago.

Several citizens and a police officer observed what app8Bred to
be a green cloud.
waking up to the possible realities
of UFO phenomena.
Someone looking skyward cot1ld
see a UFO over Albuquerque, and
they may want to notify someone.
But who?
The UNM campus police can be
contacted.
A police spokesman said the

By DEBBIE BARNHART
LOBO Staff Writer
If you read only what is assigned
to you during the semester, you are
in the minority, a poll taken last
week by the Lobo showed.
Of 13 7 persons polled, only 32
said they read only what is assigned
to them in classes. When asked
what books they. enjoyed most, no
preference was shown for either
fiction or non-fiction. Responses
for each category equalled 53.
Nineteen persons said they enjoyed
science fiction.
· Books were chosen by 83
students on the basis of what they
had heard about them. The other 32
said they choose something that
relates to a class. Some of last
"One
year's favorites include:
Flew Over the Cuckoos' Nest,"
"Sybil," and "Roots.'~ The latest
"The Milagro
favorites were:
Beanfield War," "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar," and "Tales of Power."
Although the poll showed no
preferen~ce for either fiction or non-

campus police would look into the stallations, police said. The military
report, and if necessary, call the are responsible for handling UFO
calls.
city police and Air Force.
When contacted by the LOBO,
The
Albuquerque
Police
Department said it would handle a , Kirtland Air Force Base officials
UFO call in the manner of any would not give any procedure for
other emergency call coming into the handling of UFO reports. A
base spokesman said that they do
the station.
not
deal with UFO reports, and
A unit will be dispatched to

investigate, police said.
If the situation warrants, the area
will be sealed off and the military
installations in the area notified,
police said.
The police spokesman said that a
UFO was reported and investigated
in the Albuquerque area about six
months ago when severai citizens
and a police officer observed what
appeared to be a green cloud.

Jumbo Burger With Cheese
Fries
Lo.r_ge Coke
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You'll never find a better reason
to step up to a Hewlett-Packard
advanced programmable. So stop
in today and save up to $105:'

----·

HP·67/97 Users' Library Solutions Books~
ENGINEERING: Antennas. Butterworth &1
Chebvshc,• I~ilrers; ThcrmRI & Tran!iport Sctcra·cs .
EE (Lab). Jndustrml Er.gmccringo AcronatJiical
Engmc-cring; Beartl'i & Columns;. Control Sysl~ms
f'HYSICAL/LlFn SCIENCES· Chemistry; _Qpt1cs;
Physics; Earth Sciences; E.ncrgyc;onscrval•<?r'l· Space
Science; f'orcstry. B•o1ogy BUSINESS. Opuons/
Technical Stock Anah•sJs, Portfollo Manilgcmcnt/
Bortds & Notes; Real Hstatc Investment~. TaKes.
Home Constr:u.::ticm E.stimating. M<trkctlng/Salcs;

•

•

wokers to communicate on topics
and issues related to fossil energy.
Other business will idude the
formal organization of the Rocky
Mountain Fuel society. A business
meeting will be held during which a
proposed charter and by-laws for
the society will be presented for
approval. An election of new officers will also be held.
Registration materials and additional
.information about
symposium arrangements can be
obtained by contacting Connie
Phillips at UNM Continuing
Education, 805 Yale NE.

A woman need not sacrifice
comfort for the appealing highheeled, long-legged look. For her,
famed designer joe Famolare has
created the Hi Up~ a real aid to
natural movement and the perfect
complement to any fashion
ensemble. Elegantly styled in the
richest Italian leathers, the Hi Up®
is one of the best cosmetics in

the world .

.

THE HP-19C/29C OFFER.
Or purchase a keystroke programmable HP-19C or HP-29C

I lome Mana(!cmcnt. Small Business COM PUTA-

TJON- l-ligh·Lcvel Math; l"Cst Sl<i.Ustics; GcomC?try.

RehabilityfQualily Assurance MED1CAl. Mcdu:al
Practllior:icr; Anesthesia; CardHIC'; Pulm<mary
O'fHER Games. Games of Cham:c; Aircraft
Operation. Avigatiort; C«lcnchuso Photo Dark Room~
COGO/Sorvcymg; Astrolo~y.
HPw67/97 Prerecorded Applications Pacs:
(Each conialns over 6,000 stored key.!?t~okes)
Eleclrical Engineering, Business DccJSIOnS Pac.
Mechanical Pac I, Ci\•il _Engineering Pnc. Stat Pa<.·l,
Math l,ac I, Surveying Pnc I, Clinic:.:l! Lab &
Nuclear Medicine Pac; Navigation Pnc.
New IIP·I9C/29C Solutions books:
M<-~the:ttwtics, Statistics; Finance. Hlcctncttl
Hn!!_inccrintz, Surveying; Game!;_. };~Jvig~tlofl;
Clvll En~mcennA, Mcchana:;:tl Lrl~:urwenng;
Engmccr"inp for Studcnls
*SU!;!!!Cstcd rctilll prtcc cxcludmp; applicable state
and Jm:ol taxcc.. Contmcntal l.' S. A.. Al~lska &_
Jl~·w~tu Void where ptuhJlutt'd h• ·.. w, regulawm
ur otherWISe

,fAMOLAR~~
'

Famolare Collection

• •,..

from $25. to $48,

B;t~mfliN~#II
tillll~(}{!/

5307 Menaul NE
Just East of San Mateo

I

Open sundays

323 Romero NW
In OfdTown

401 Wyoming NE
Store Hours Mon·Fri 8:00-5:30 Sat 8:30·4:30
Visa, Mastercharge and Bank Americard accepted
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From Underwent to Other Fare
- ..

economical is nothing new to '
college students, new fads in
clothing have been developing.
Margaret Ussery of the Gap
clothing store said an upcoming fad
is the straight leg pant such as the

By STEVE HERMAN
LOBO Staff Writer
Look at all the people around
you.
Are the majority of them wearing
jeans,· corduroy pants, nylon
jackets or plaid shirts? Reasons for
this said Carol Tarwater, manager
of the County Seat, are that these
kinds of clothes are comfortable to
wear and make you feel at ease and
they're relatively inexpensive, from
$11to$18.
Today's college-age people are
····'"""'~ economical, in that they want their
clothes to be lower priced and made
with the strongest quality so that
they last longer and wash and wear
well, she said. While being
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501 Levi's or white painter's pants.
Another fad is the "rugged look,"
pant legs tucked inside boots, or the
"layered look," wearing a combination of clothing. And of course
there are the pre-washed jeans or

the "worn look," which is still very
popular with students.
In shoe styles for Jan Usher of
the Wild Pair said, the long, spiked
heel is a new item for women's
shoes. Boots, thudpuckers, and the
return of the clogs are other shoe
sellers. For men a smaller platform
in dress show is back and boot and
casual shoes with crepe sole are the
new styles.
What can we expect from the
fashion industry in the near future?
Now that spring is nearing and we
can pack up old coats and winter
wear, Ussery said, basically the
same thing with lighter weight
fashions and with a softer, more
romantic look or the sporty look.
With people becoming more
aware of their clothes we can see a
different type of attitude when
buying clothes. The old cliche the
:"Clothes make the woman/man"
, just might be true.
~.,..
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Don't Delay
Register Today
Graduation Day
Is Not Far Away!
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Saves
Saves
Eases
Saves

gas (up to 25%) • Saves wear.
maintenance (25,000-mile oil change)
sub-zero starts (-60°F. pour point)
oil
Call Don McLaughlin

your AMS/011: dealer

298-9294
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Students Munch Out
On 'Empty Calories'
--

/

Relieve Tensions

Now Open.

In The Wyoming Mall
Between Woolco & Mall Theater

294-3072

Quality Plants
a~ The Lowest Prices

SPECIAL SALE
Rubber Plants
Areca Palms
10% Discount to UNM students with ID

LOBO photo hy Wendell T. Hunt

Lone Jogs in Vogue
By DONNA BINNEWEG
tensions from school and clear the
Each jogger seems to have his
LOBO Staff Writer
mind for studying, several joggers own technique for jgging. Some•
Joggers here on campus find that · said. Second to this is keeping in find it necessary to warm-up with
running is a great way to relieve the shape.
some stretching exercises, while
tensions of work and school and
Jack Kee, a graduate· student, others just start out at a slow pace. ·
each develops his own methods for runs at least three times a week,
Professor Walter Kyner of the
fighting the inevitable boredom of particularly after a difficult day of mathmatics department, has been
this solitary activity.
classes.
running since 1966. Rather than a
They're at it from dawn to dust.
"Sure it may hurt while running, few stretching exercises, he and his
Men and women joggers of all ages but an hour or so after, I feel great group start out at an easy pace,
afe seen parading around campus, and I'm ready to start studying," then work up to afaster steady
in groups or, more frequently, said Kee.
pace.
alone.
Kee went on to say that he always
"I run for at least 20 minites at a
The most popular courses seem runs his two or three miles alone. steady pace," said Kyner. He
to be either the half-mile track by He uses the time to mentally work added, however, that "everyone is
Johnson Gym or the north go! f out homework problems.
different and each one needs to set
course.
AnotHer jogger who enjoys the a pace and distance according to the
Between gasps for breath, solitude and the break from work is demands of his own body."
jogging is the best way to relieve the Bruce E. Wiggins, an Albuquerque
If there's one jogger here on
attorney.
campus who should know how to
Wiggins runs the north golf
set a pace and avoid boredom on a
course three or four times a week, long run, it's Rick Waren, a
Why? Because it keeps him in shape geblogy graduate student.
for cross country skiing, and, as he
Waren has been running for the
said, "I love to feel the wind in my past 14 years, comeptitively until he
face and the ground moving under entered graduate school. How does
.
my feet."
he fight boredom? "I concentrate
It certainly does move. Wiggins,
totally on running- my pace, the
who is also in charge of the un- distance, and the time,'' he said.
dergraduate scuba program here at
It must work well for him. In
UNM, runs four miles, does a series 1973, while in the Army, he was
of exercises, then finishes with runner-up in the Army•s· 50-mile
another mile.
Marathon, finishing in five hours,
"This all can be accomplished 45 minutes.
during a lunch hour, whereas I
In 1974, he finished 13?th in the
might still be waiting for a court for Boston Marathon, with a time of
recquetball or tennis," he said.
two hours, 37 minutes.
While many joggers run on their
Even though he's not running
own, some find it helpful to enroll
competitively
now, he still sets
in a physical education course to get
goals
for
himself.
Recently, he
started.
Teri McAllister, a sophomore in decided to run every street in
the school of architecture, is taking Albuquerque. He finished on'
aerobics, a course in physical Christmas Day, and averaged I 00
fitness. Through this course, she is miles a month, he said.
able to set realistic goals for herself
When asked for a few tips fo the
and meet them successfully, she beginning jogger, Waren replied,
said.
Unlike Kee, Wiggins, and many "Start out slowly. Run -at a
others, McAllister enjoys running comfortable pace and above all,
with a group. "With a group, I · don't set unreasonable goals for
have someone to talk with and we Y~>Urself. If you do, you' II only get
keep each other going, Alone, we'd discouraged when the goals aren't
be tempted to quit," said met. Jogging should be enjoyable
as well as beneficial."
McAllister.

Get a FREE BIC
Banana Pen
with the purchase of
a Large Coke at

The Casa Del Sol
TheTioVivo
The Pronto
New Mexico Union Food Service

Rusk, Aardvarks
Face Argentines
The Cardinal Newman Rugby Club of Buenos Aires, Argentina, will be
in Albuquerque this weeekend to play Mayor David Rusk and his fellow
teammates, the Albuquerque Aardvarks, Fernando Maresma, director of
the International Center said.
Monica Boegio, coordinator for the team, said 31 players and l I club
members will arrive 2 p.m. Thursday. They are scheduled to play two
matches against the Aardvarks on Saturday at South Campus Field
beginning at I p.m.
·
The Student Organization for Latin American Studies and Budweiser
are sponsoring a party for the club at the International Center 1808 Las
Lomas, at 9 p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Rusk will be the hosts.
The Argentines have traveled to several United States cities, including
Miami, New Orleans and Houston. When the team leaves here Feb. 6 they
will head for !fJCir last stop, Los Angeles.
'
While in Albuquerque, both clllb players and members will stay in
Aardvark team members' homes and at the Four Seasons Motor Inn.

2;>

By MANUEL FRANCO
LOBO Staff Writer
It's around noon and right on
time your stomach tells you that
you've got the munchies. Now you
wonder where you should go to eat.
\But before you stuff your face,
maybe you should conslder what
you are eating. Is your meal pure
junk or is it nutritious?
Sue Park, who has taught
nutrition for three years at UNM,
was asked if students eat more junk
food than other people.
Park said, "UNM's on campus
food services are no better or worse
than
anywhere else" in serving
~t':E
St
nutritious foods. She has seen food
facilities at other schools like
Oregon State and the University of
Oregon which served a better choice
of nutritious foods than UNM.
But, she said, that was because
'
those campuses were isolated from
cities and had to have everything
available on campus.
As for candies, Park said,
By RACHEL DIXON
"There is no (scientific) evidence
LOBO Staff Writer
that sugar is bad for you. That
Farrah Fawcett-Majors, with her glistening teeth and gleaming hair, has would have to be proved in the
been plastered and adored (or is the word adorned?) on every conceivable lab." But she also said that sugar is
wall and surface that men can think of this year.
Her beaming face has graced bedroom ceilings, grimy walls of
automative shops, and on occasion, has served as a dartboard. And this is
only the beginning of the pin-up poster's return.
Mindy Caplan, manager of the Sunset House in Coronado Center, said
that Farrah started the poster landslide, selling millions of pictures to
panting fans, but now she is out of fashion, fizzled along with the fiercefisted poster of Rocky.
.
"People stopped buying them back in September or October," she sai~l.
Now the rage in posters is for those about movies and T.V. shows hke
Star Wars, Heroes and solo angels from Charlie's Angels (Tell' em Charlie
sent you). ·
Surprisingly enough, "Close Encounters of the.Third Kind" poster has
not been selling, Caplan said.
Shaun Cassidy, Linda Ronstadt, Joe Namath and Peter Frampton are
very popular on the poster circuit, along with such rock groups as Led
.
.
Zepplin, Kiss and Jefferson Starship.
Caplan said that one poster that she has been gettmg many requests for
but that she doesn't keep in stock is a poster of the Dallas Cowboys'
cheerleaders, clad only in their skimpy, fringed blue-and--white hot pants.
·Spencer Gifts, also in Coronado Center, does try to keep posters ot the
cheery cheerleaders around but they sell very quickly.
"We can't keep enough on hand," said Maria Gonzales, assistant
·
·
manager.
Gonzales said the old established Holloywood idols such as Robert
Redford and Clark Gable still have a loyal following for people buying
their posters. _,
"Gable sold very well during the Christmas season," she said.
In sports, posters of the Dallas cowboys, featuring Roger "~r. Clean;'
Staubach and Tony ."Breakaway" Dorsett, are selling well m Andes s
Olympic Shoes, which also sells some posters, despite the name.
"We also sell some basketball player posters along with posters of Chris
Evert," said Manager Anthony Davis.
Well, Betty Grable and Rita Hayworth, it's timet~ move over an? ma~e
room for such lovelies as Darth Vader-but don t worry, you re still
appreciated.

The 'Fawcett'
Has Dried Up

"empty calories" - it gives you
calories but has almost no
nutritional value. Sugar is also
"cavity causing" and that is why
it's bad."
Park said people who are always
active can aiTord to co11sume empty
calories while those who lead nonactive lives cannot..
Park disapproves of people who
skip lunch and eat just a candy bar,
but said "It's better than fasting all
day." Day fasts are "Oka,y as long
a~ a person eats a well-balanced
meal at least once a day" usually at
dinner. Park takes the same attitude toward soft drinks, calling
them" useless."
Asked if people educated about
nutrition would start to eat better,
Park said it would help but
''cigarette smoking is increasing
and people know that it's harmful
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for them."
Park also talked about on of
college students' favorite drinks beer. While she said moderate
drinking is all right "in a way it's
empty calories also." She said,
however, that "you get more
calories per gram from alcohol than
you get from sugar." Park called
beer "ecologically wasteful"
because nutritious grain is used to
make it.
One: last bit of food for thought:
Park said, "More educated people
are becomming worried about a
balanced diet. So they are paying
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STUDY IN

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHDtJL
a fully accredited UNIVERSITY OF
ARIZONA program, oilers July 3·
Augustll.anthropotogy. art, bilingual
educallon. folklore. history, political
science. Spanish language and litera·
ture.lntensive Spanish. Tuition: $245;
board and room wllh Mexican family:
·$285. For brochure: GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL. Alumni 211.
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
85121. (602) 884-4729.

Cancer Patient's Request
For Legal Pot Denied
'

By JOHN CHADWICK
LOBO Staff Writer
A UNM student's request for
legal marijuana for medical reasons
was turned down by the Senate
Judiciary Committee Tuesday. The
committee, however, passed a
memorial which would permit the
Cancer Research Treatment Center
at the UNM medical school to
conduct
experiments
using
matij uana on chemotherapy
treatment patients.
Lynn Pierson, a 26 year old
accounting major, had told the
committee that he smokes
n1arijuana to ease the pain of
chen1otherapy treatments.
Person had also told the committee of two chemical defoliants
that show up on mexican marijuana
sold in the United States that could
react with the drug used in
chemotherapy and cause a heart
attack. Marijuana grown in
Columbia and Hawaii does not
have these defoliants.
The menorial, introduced by
Manny Aragon, D-Bcrn. and Ike

Smally, D-Sierra-Luna Hidalgo will
request the cancer center to contract with the National Institute of
Mental Health to run on-going
experiments on the effects of
marijuana on chemotherapy
treatment patients,Aragon said.
Aragon said the marijuana would
be supplied by the federal gover·
nment. The pot, he said, is grown in
Tennessee and is of a very high
grade.
Aragon said that the best thing
that could have been done to help
out Pierson would be to reclassify
marijuana from a schedule one
controlled substance to a schedule
two controlled substance. He said
schedule one puts marijuana in the
same class as drugs such as heroin
while drugs under schedule two can
be prescribed by a doctor. He said
some of the other drugs in schedule
two include "amphetamines,
barbituates, morophine and other
toxic drugs far more dangerous
tha11 marijuana."
Pierson said he did not want to
comment on the memorial until he
found out more about it.

------------------------Free bottomless cup of coffee
with purchase of $1.59 or more
With coupon, expires Feb. 5,1978

Valid 2pm·closing
good at University and Winrock locations
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Sex Pistols Not Too Rotten
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Keller Hall Events
By JANE QUESNEL
Throughout the month of February, Keller Hall will again be the site of
sev.eral fine presentations in the continuing Keller Hall Series. On three
consecutive Sunday afternoons at 4 p.m., various members of the UNM
Music Faculty will present recitals of solo and <;hamber works.
. .Feb. 5! George Robert, pianist, and Sean Dani'el, baritone, will present a
~ JOmt recital. Professor Robert, formerstudent of Edward Steuermann, as
~ well ~sa member of the popular Seraph in Trio, will open ·the program with
r:l:: the fi;~t ~olum~ of "Prel,udes" by Claude A. Debussy. Schumann's song
cyc.le . Dicht_erhebe (~oct s Love), '.'was composed in 1840 to 16 poems by
!17mnch Heme. Dame!, former Albuquerque Opera Theater director, will
JOm Prof. Robert to perform this monumental work in the second half of
the program.
1 eff Piper, newly appointed trumpet instructor, will present a varied
program of works on Feb. 12, accompanied by Rita Angel. Opening with a
"Sonata" by ~alsey Stevens, Piper will play works by Stolze!, Blatter and
Neruda. Orgamst Wesley Selby will join Piper for Daneil Pinkham's ''The
Oth.er yoices of the Trumpet," and percussionist Robin Newton and
clanrtellst Floyd Williams will aid in the performance off "Music for a
Farce." by Paul Bowles. The latter number will accompany a complete
showmg of a Charles Chaplin film.
Clarinetist Floyd WiiUams will present his own solo recital Feb. 19 also
_accompanied by pianist Rita Angel. Williams will play Tartini's "Concertino," and "Sonatina for Solo Clarinet" by film composer Miklos
Ros~a. Joel Rosenberg will join Williams and Angel for "Three Pieces for
Clan net, Viol~, and Pi~no" by Maz Bruch. A Divertimento by Camalleri
and three clannet and piano duos by Robert Schumann will round out the
afternoon's program.

Grover "ffir. magic "Washington Jr.

Grover Tonlght
members of the Jury before the show.

By BRIAN MATTHEWS
Jazz saxaphonist supreme ."Mr. Magic," better known as Grover
Washington Jr., will be appearing tonight at Popejoy Hall at 7:30p.m.
Of late, Washington has been very busy. He is in the second week of a
five-week national tour. In his hometown of Philadelphia, he has become
?eeply involved in community affairs and jazz workshops, and rumor has
II that he has found a new record label- all this plus being an excellent
stud.io. musician. He has appeared on the albums of many other jazz
musicians such as Bob James, Dave Grusin and Alphonso Johnson.
Grover Washington Jr. is best known for his series of albums on the
Kudu label, h~s most popular being Mr. Magic which attained glittering
gold status. His newest album, Live at the Bijou, introduces his new band,
Locksmith, a smoother, more unified band then Grover has ever toured or
recorded with before:
In all, this evening's entertainment promises to be the smoothest most
free-flowing concert in recent months- good primo jazz.
'

A CGbetet of Delights

exclusively by appointment
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL
From the roaring response of the
sell-out audience at Popejoy Hall
Monday night, you would have
thought you were at a rock and roll
concert, and a good one. But no, it
was Judy's Irish Cabaret giving
Albuquerque a touch of ole Eire.
The audience seemed to think it was
a reunion, and I suppose it was.
When even the smallest Irish town
or county was mentioned by one of
the comedian hosts in an anecdote
or joke, there was a scream of
recognition from members of the

~~~~~~~~~ue
~ad ~~~~ra la~~:~:~i~~
population.

Although nostalgia was the mood
7804 Central S.E.
of the evening, it wasn't simply
between Wyoming and Louisiana
homesickness that brought the
hoards of green persons out of the
closets. Most of the audiene<J have
---:;:;:;:;;----'------iiii~...:.-.:...:...::.::..:.:~:....::..:.=::.- probably never seen Ireland. It was
The
a celebration of the old land, any
old land. The program of song,
dance and Irish humor even evoked
emotion from me, and I'm Ocrman, plus I'm about four
generations from sauerkraut. Yet
when Mary Sheridan cast her spell
presents
with the haunting "Danny Boy,'' it
would have been an easy task to put
me on a ship headed for the multigreen rolling pastures covered with
clouds of morning mist and in the
distance, the shadow of a young,
sturdy lass coming to ease my
troubles. These images must be
Jungian archetypes.
Romantic? Irrelevant in a postindustrial, technologically berserk
society? Conspicuously obvious to
the ongoing strife in present day
Ireland? Of course. But the show
was harmless and in good fun.
Besides, the songs and dances were
beautiful, nnd though the jokes
were horrible, the absurdity of their
rcpitition and predictability kept
them hilarious.
with
The concept of the rrogram was
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ASUNM Speakers
Committee

''SPOCK & I''

LEONARD

NIMOY
Mon~ay, February 6,

8:00pm

Popejoy Hall
RESERVED SEATS

$4.50 & $~.50 geneml public I $3.50 & $2.50 students
Tickets on sale at all Tlcketmaster Locations:
PopeJoy & SUB Box Offices
All LP Goodbuy & General Store Locations
H. COok a SporUna Goods In Wlnrock • Candyman (Santa Fe)

to recreate traditional Irish folk
culture. The players are the house
performers from Jury's Irish
Cabaret in Dublin. The recreation
was done to a tee, using colorful
costumes and traditional Irish
instruments such as the penny
whistle. When the players did stray
from the traditional, as with the
recitation of W .B. Yeats' "Tread
Softly," it was done in a manner
decidedly Irish.
Though there were no slow
moments in the program, each half
had its high spots. In the first half,
a lively dance by Cohn 0'
Maoileidigh and Gregory Casey to
the tune of "Drowsey Maggie,"
was exceptional. The dance is done
with a straight back and both arms
fixed at the side. Only the feet and
legs move. Under these restrictions,
the grace and agility of these two
young men was impressive.
As the first half of the program
ended, the host, Chris Curran
announced that Irish coffee would
be served in the lobby. I swear, I've
never seen the Popejoy lobby so
crowded, and I'm pleased to report
that the Irish coffee was delightfully authentic.
The second half of the program
was even stronger than the first.
Comedian Hal Roach hosted,
interjecting Irish humor between
the song and dance. His Irish jokes
were like Polish jokes in reverse,
self-mocking views of Irish life and
Irish people. Mary Sheridan's
~election of songs was the high
point of the singing. On"Last Rose
of Summer," "The Fairy Tale,"
and "O,mny Boy," her voice was
absolutely st\mning.
The climax of the evening's
dance came with "A Reel, A Jig
and a Hornpipe," by the lnis Ealga
Dancers, consisting of Colm 0'
Maoilidigh, Irene McGuiness,
Franch Reid and Gregory Casey.
The dance was in the traditional

Your Exclusive
Shop for
Style & Fashion
Open 9:00 til?

style mentioned above, but even
belter than the earlier performance.
The performers ended the night
with a tribute to the United States,
and interesting combination of
"The Battle Hymm of the
Republic" and" Dixie."

The Union (sub)
Theatre

CIGsslc
Independent

Film
Wed. 8:00pm
students $1.00

So.lvo.dor Doli &
Luis Bunuel's
Un Chien Andalue
Viking Eggeling's
Symphonle
Dlagnale

••.,.:::ft -
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movies at the SUB
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Ballet ffiecanique
b,y Femo.nd Leger
mo.rcel Ducho.mp's
Anemic Cinema

Rhytmus 21
b_y Ho.ns Richter
mo.n Ro._y's
Return To Reason
o.nd
A Trip to the ffioon
b_y melies

Thursdny
Independent
Comedy

8:00
The Union
Theatre
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this Wednesday's films marks
the beginii1ng of a semester-long
series of the type of film known as
independent or avant-garde
cinema.
Although there are no easy
definitions or classifications for this
type of film, most share some of the
following characteristics. First, as
the label "independent" implies,
these films are made outside the
usual economic and aesthetic
boundaries of common commerical
films. They are made for relatively
small amounts of money. Often the
filmmaker is the sole creator of a
given film.
Secondly, there is an emphasis on
film as an art form in its own right
rather than as filmed theatre
literature, etc. There is constantly
exploration of new content and
form. They are usually primarily
visual works, although some
filmmakers, most notably Peter
Kubelka, explore new possibilities
of the combination of visuals and
sound.
This. is a rare opportunity to see
this type of film presented in such a
wide survey of the major artists
working in the field. It is especially
essential for those who profess to
be interested in film or contemporary art as a whole and for
those currently working in other
media.
The series opens on Wednesday
with early films by those who began
the
independent
tradition-Duchamp, Leger,
Richter, Man Ray, Eggelino,
Melies, and features Un Chien
Andalou by Bunuel and Dali.
Thursday will present independent comedy and will feature
The Bed, and comic-erotic
masterpiece by James Brough ten.
The independent films will
usually be shown on Wednesdays
and Thursdays each week. Watch

for an article in the Lobo next week
concerning this series.
On Friday Jean Coic.teau's
Orpheus, legend should not be
missed.
Rounding off the week will be
Key Largo starring Bogart, Bacall
and Edward G. Robinson.
The independent films will be
screened once only at 8 pm on
Wednesday and Thursday. Orpheus
and Key Largo will be shown at 7
and 9:15 pm schedule posters are
available at the information desk in
the SUB and other locations
around campus.

By STEVE NOLAN
LOBO Staff Writer
DALLAS-"Hello faggot
cowboys," Johnny or John (his
preference) Rotten excla.irned,
glaring at 1800 onlookers, tightly
packed in front of the Longhorn
Ballroom stage, as the Sex Pistols
launched into their third American
concert. (The Sex Pistols, who
recently completed their first
American tour, perfomred in
Dallas during semester break.)
The crowd welcomed the Sex
Pistols with cheers and by pelting
'the "punk rock" group with a
number of empty, crushed up beer
cups. With the cups bouncing off
them, the Sex Pistols began "God·
Save the Queen," their infamous
protest against Brisish government
released in England during the
Queen's Silver Jubilee. The lyrics
call the Queen of _Jlngland
inhuman, the government fascist
and the result of a moronic
citizenry.
Songs such as this and some
nasty words said during a prime
time television interview on the
BBC have made the Sex Pistols
notorious outspoken songwriters
and vulgar perfomers. They were
banned from performing in Britain
for a number of months. Their first
American tour was delayed,
because they wanted to play to their
fans at home after the ban was
lifted.
In Dallas, the group perfomred
songs from their first album Never
Mind the Bol/ocks, Here's the Sex
Pistols including "Anarchy in the
U.K.," "Holidays in the Sun" and
"Pretty Vacant,'' a song describing
their generatinion as blank:
The music was loud, raw and
somewhat raunchy. The uninitiated
listener might find the songs
repetitive, but they are distinctive.
The group is more than competent
and gave the enthusiastic crowd a
healthy dose of extremely hard rock
music.
Guitarist Steve Jones, dressed in
black leather, pounded out the loud
melodies as he swayed in front of
the audience, with drummer Paul
Cook keepin up the rhythm.
Rotten, wearing a torn shirt with a
four-letter euphemism for sexual
intercourse written across the front,
glared at the audience shaking his
head and pointing his finger.
Bassist Sid Vicious, who said he
played all the wrong notes, stood
shirtless and slump-shouldered,
making chimpanzee expressions.
This was what the crowd came for,
not so much the music, but to see if
the group was anything like their
reputation.
Vicious did not dissappoint the
crowd. About half way through the

blood off with his hand, and,
laughing, flung it at Rotten.
Vicious said later that. a fan had hit
him in the nose and those were the
fans he liked. At the end of the set,
unable to remain still, Vicious got
into a brief scuffle with some of the
audience in front.
Apparently this is the kind of
set a trickle of blood could be seen
running from his nose down over
his bare chest. Viciosus wiped the

"d
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crowd the Sex Pistols like, becuse
they rewarded the audience with an
encore, something they did not do
at their first cocert in Atlanta.
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The Sex Pistols might be t:l
described as vulgar and outrageous, $-,·
which they probably are, but there t-<
is no doubt that the Pistols and o
their music contain a raw energy tJ:j
that is rarely seen or heard in
latcd rock seen

°

Johnny Rotten of Sex Pistols
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Thousands of
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Pre--cut mats & mot board:!!
Dexter & X·Acto mat cutters
Ory·mountlna preeaes & materiels
BraquolttHJ I Framing hardware
Blenfang Non-Glee
Glare & non-glare glass
Old masters & contemporary prints
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: PICTURE FRAMING
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3000 CENTRAL AVE. S.E.. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. D7100 • 265-3239
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Offering free placement serviee to members.
Qualifying intervie"vs are being conducted Feb. :l,
through Feb. l.S, 1.978
MembershitJS offered in professional, para-professional
& student status.
Possible areas of placement: ~lodels fol!."' artists,
Sculptot•s, Still photogt•aplty, Fasion. sbow,
Make li)J naodels - only to Jucntion a fe-,.v.
For an appointnacitt call 256-0909
Metn bersldp Division -

30SA W ashiugtou S.E
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ALMOST J'UitNISIIED NE cleMn solid 1-bdrrn.
p111lo, S11S. Cllll26l-t 751 9 Valley Rentals, SJO fee.

Vl
DAit(;MN IlEAL, AIR conditioned 1-bdrm, partly
furnl!ihed, Just $1;}5, 162.-1751, V11llcy Rentals, $30
fCl',
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nt-;ST NE 1-IJI>UM, kidf), pets wclClJmc, $90, utilities
paid. 261·175 I, ''alley Rcutab, $30 fN.
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For Hoop Star Jean Rostermondt

IJAR<~AIN

Classlfleds

Future Came True

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
The lights of University Arena
are off and the orange and yellow
benches and chairs are bare.
Some 900 miles away, a young

.

Perry's
Pizza.

.

Thick Squan• Sicilian l'iiZa
B~ The Slice And Pan
~.f:J... !)j~()

20IH C<•ntral S.F.

Try ourJresh
salad & Slice
~pecials for lunch.
We deliver. 843-9750

girl is runni,ng.
She stops when she is far from
the cars and the noise which are
products of people. She plops
herself under a shade tree and stares
toward the seemingly endless Iowan
horizon and thinks.
If she could have sel)n the future
. she would have seen the lights come
on inside the pit they call University
Arena. She would have seen some
of the chairs and benches holding
tlie people screaming, ''Go
Lobos!"
And Jean Rostermondt would
have seen herself driving for a layUp, leaping in the air as she let the
basketball roll off her fingertips
and sail through the cords.
Jean Rostermondt would have
seen herself sweating; she would
have seen herself smiling. ·
"Basketball is pretty important
to me," Rostermondt said. "When
I think about it, I realize that after
college I can't take basketball with
me.

Tour Europe- Summer '78
21 Days-$1498
Includes air fare from
Albuquerque, hotels
and meals

i

r

Paris, London, Venice·
Brussels, Salzburg,
Switzerland & the
Rhineland

I

For More Information
Call 265.0482
or877-3770

or

Write S. Cooke
325 Sierra N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

..I

l

Mou.-Fri. •
9:00-6:00
Sat.
9:00-2:00

I
ew location to service UNMI
1001 Tijeras N.E. 247-3668

'

1631 E~,.;bank N.E.
511 Wyoming N.E.
4523 4th N.W.
Belen at 614 Becker

293-4508
265-3667
345-5301
864 3522
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----------This Friday Night
In The

lOWlY 8!1!111
In The Student Union
Building Base~nent

!lllliill
ooe1seP:sm if a:ae r.m.
Ad~nission

I•••ices
Students $1..00 eaeh
(lfith I.D., Phrs One Guest)
81..00eacb

Publie 82.00 eaeb

p~id,

2(,z.i751, Valley

l~entals,

cnllll&;~e,

$30 fee,

$125,
213

She said when it came to thinking
of where to go to college, she knew
she wanted to go either to the East
or out West. Her brother-in-law in
Albuquerque tried to get her older
sister to come to UNM, but was
unsuccessuful. Jean· came out for a
visit in March 1976, got a
scholarship offer from UNM coach
Kathy Marpe·and became a Lobo.

"It bothered me because I didn't
think I should be shooting that
much. Now, if I'm open, I'll shoot.
If not then someone else is open
and I'll get it to them," Rostermend! who tied Margaret Gonzlales' assist record of eight this
year, said.

Rostermondt's main goal as a
basketball player right now is "to
help get the team to regionals."
She said, "Everybody has to do
their part. On defense, you have to
help each other out."
The generally quiet Rostermondt
said, "I'm shy around people I
don't know. Around the team,
thou~:~h , I'm pretty outgoing."
Out of the background comes a
laugh from teammate Susie
Schuster and Rostermondt defends,
"1 really am shy sometimes."
Rostermondt, who is an aunt 22
times over, said she feel she has
grown up while at college.

"I had never been away from
home for more than a week at a
time. Now is am forced to make my
own decisions, she said.
"Sure I have more freedom now,
but I still have to use my head."
And a couple of years from now,
when the lights in University Arena
dim on Jean Rostermondt for the
last time, her own words will
probably echo, "Yeah, basketball
is pretty important to me ... but I
can't take it with me."
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prerrrred, $80. Call Jim, 266-7935,

T\'t,O rEMAI.l·:S WANTEl> to ~h1m~ J-bdrm house.
CMan, non·smokln~. Around Feb, 25th. 268-0183
a'fli!'r 5 pm.

AllOUT Tlf\U;, SI·~CUREI.V ft>nced 3-bdrm, kids,
pets OK, St:m. 262-1751, Valley Rcniuls, $30 fee. 213
KIUS, PETS FIN I~, clean sulid 2-bdrm, kids, pets
Wt'I\'Ome. $110, 262-1751, Valley nentals, $30 fee, 1/J

nod have fun with the Wagon
Wht~l Square l>anc:e Club.
Dances_ are every
Thursda~· nl 7:00pm in the SUD Ballroom. BeJ,linners
an: welcome! No partner or exflerlence necessury. 212

I,EI~SONALS

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT <on·
traccplion, slerilizallon, aborllon. Righi lo Choose,

294-0171.
JAZZ SAXAPHONIST

SUPRt:ME

2115
Grover

Wnshinv,ton returns If! UNM's t•opejay Hall on'
Wt!d., 1-'cb. I nt 7:30 p.m. Tickers for Chis ASUN1\1/PEC Presentllllon 11re available nt the SUD und
llnpl.'jny Hall bnx offices and at all Tieketmuster
lm·ntiuns.
2/1

FILM PI!OIIUCTION WORKSHOP: A non-

·--.

ut·ademk inlrodut'tlon to the urt of rilm mnking
luu~hl by 11 workln~ filmuker. Call Gory Dobermnn
uflernouns before Feb. S. 266-0863
213
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I)ESI'ARATI•:I.Y WANTEII, INTROI>UCTION 1o

LOBO photo
J ean Rostermon d t: D a1''/y LOBO Player of the Week.

Mm.lern ('ireult Analysis h)' Culahnn, Mncnee.
McMahon-Uoll, Rinehart, Winslfln publisher. U
lntcre.~led

V'Jolfpack Nine
~!.~MI,!Iing Up
LOBO Sports Writer
It may still be winter and chilly
outdoors, bu the UNM Lobo
baseball team is heating up for their
upcoming season.
The first game is less than a
month away and Coach Vince
Cappelli is excited about the team's
chances. Capelli said his team is
young, but they have an extremely
good attitude and a lot of ability.
The strength for UNM this year
will be in the outfield, with the likes
of Steve Muccio, Aaron Cain, J olm
Cifelli, and Moe Camilli.
Camilli is also a new member of a
very young pitching staff which
includes John Bcrislouich, John
Cherney and Bob Johnston. All are
freshman except for Cherney who is
a sophomore. Other top hurlers for
the Lobos are Rob Hoover and
Bruce Barber.
The infield has depth with Mike
Foote, John Konitzer (catcher) and
Walt Arnold (!B) a few of the top
prospects.
Capelli is only in his second year
as head coach at UNM but has had
experience elsewhere. He had run
numerous baseball camps in the
Duke City and was a pro baseball
scout and coach.
Cappelli said he has a few players
who are capable of making pro
ball. He mentioned that Muccio
and Cherney had already been
drafted, but are completing their
·
education first.
The colorful Cappelli said now
more players are staying in college
to get an education, thus improving·
the level of play.
He said the college teams are
getting more selective and are as
good as Class A and rookie league
teams.

SPECIAL OFFER
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new

puhlication of UNM's Cn•utive Arts is nowacct!ptin~
submission~ from sculpture to puclry. For more
, lnfurmatinn CLllll.e!<!lie 29:9~4773 ur Gayle 292·132.3.

!!

lfn
PERR\"'S PIZZA WII,Ldellver, Call843-9750
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PARTY I_.IANIST! ROCK chops, !leks, nnd rifrs to

"In the future," Cappelli said,
"the college ranks will be the
proving grounds for those trying to
make the big leagues. In the old
days the minor leagues were the
proving grounds and players were
given usually eight years to
produce, but now the minors are
more limited and four years will
most likely tell if one will make it."
To make the major leagues one
needs above-average ability in four
fields said Cappelli: the bat, a good
arm, glove and speed. But he also
said the bat carries a lot of weight
and could get someone itllo the
majors if it's strong enough.
The Western Athletic Conference
race appears to be tight this year in
Cappelli's eyes. He said that
Arizona State is the favorite with
Arizona second. Both clubs have a
lot of experience back off last
year's ballclubs. But UNM as well
as well as (Texas-El Paso) don't
plan to play dead. UTEP is vastly
improving behind manager Andy
Cohllen and should win some big
games.
The Lobos proved they could
beat ASU last year when they swept
a double header from them. The
fact that this is the Arizona's last
year in the WAC (they depart for
the Pac 10 next year), should give
UNM and the Miners some extra
incentive.
Almost all the Lobo home games
are scheduled at the Sports Stadium
and Cappelli figures on more fan
interest for UNM than in past
seasons.
The season opens with a double
header at the stadium against
Brigham Young Feb. '24 and the
Lobos plan IO be ready.
The Wolfpack had a 33-20 record
last year and are hungry to improve
this year.

liven up an)' event by UNM stud en I moonli~hlln~ as
nitcllme ~ig~er. Grt'al butk~rnund or sin~along music
for frats, surs, clubs, ttc. Fec.'i enol, fln~en; hnl. Call
l>uve, 292·0831, urterS.
213

JOHNSON ~)'·m pool. UNM
Feb. I, 7:30pm. -..-.211
llf.GI:-JNI:-IG Wf.AVING CLASS starts F•b. 8.

DUBBU·:

PRA<..IJC't~!

~~ t'luh, Wed.,

Wl'H\ers Sludlo, 2.05 Sian ford SE, 265·9100.
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HAP I'\' IJIRTIIllAY PRI-:NDA, with love, The Fox.
211

Tim

AMERICAN OOJ.I,AR l111s depreciated
l"Un'ihll'rllhly 11~111nst lhr (;crman Mark. This will
l'IHI<;t' Birkrn'ilock" lo lncrcn!oie In price SJ/pr. iiturtlnJ:,
hh. IJ. Ulrken~lncks now 20. nff old price until t'rb.
} I ul Wild It use, 29:16 Central s•:,l66-9946.
2110

IIAitNICK IS INTI.:UESTEil In locutlng

l'hildren from 9·36 munlll!l or ;;~~t lo pnrtklpRIC In a
!ihld) on pluy. lr yuu nrr lnhnsled. plrase Cllll 277~
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LOST & FOUND

Rt:WARI) $50.00 LOST: One 18 week old female
brown and tan doberman pupp)' (not AKC). Collur
and ta~;s. Crooked rl~(11 front lef!. Named Maconyu.
lh·arlbrnken own~r. Stolrn 111511!1.. ('~It Trl'f'o;:lf;
243-4(>891277·5!107
213

l.OST: Rfo:n WALLET, l)esperately need J.D.'s!
Plta.,.t return to thf losl and round at the SUR enndy

connlrr.
212
FOUNII: THURSI>AY MORNING on 7 om In·

cumin.: s•·- Jlci~hts bus-Indy's glove. Claim Rm. 105
Marrnn Hall.
Hn
FINU \'OURSELF In lhr Peace
277-5907.

Corp!~:,

Ortega 233.
ss

3.SERVICES
LSAT-MCAT REVIfo:W COURSI':S. Prepare Now.
<:aiii'Jo:NM 842·5200.
lfn
'fYI'IN(;. lsi QUALITY, 883-7787.
2124
BIORHYTHM SERVICES, YOUR encr~y cycles,
Send
blrlhdttte,
Compuler Projection, Booklet, Do·
11-Ymlrsetr ln~lrut·tlons. 210 Spruce N£,
AlhiiCIUt'rCtUC 87J06.
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fo'ull

'Vea~r

FAST'J'\'I'ING ll>1>·395l.
T\'I'IN<i MA t:NGUSH.

2114
Cmupus d'tllvt'Q'• zw,.

8!iM.
3/20
Gllll'AR U·:.c.;soNS. FIHST lrssun free. flal-plcking

pupprl-; \\llh Miclntcl Anlhun), 265-74lt5.
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l'l' Slll)S ai Ned·l'i Iunite. f:vrry \\'C'dnc.sday h:
<ijJt'd:tl think nile.
211

IT'~ AUOliT ('1101('1-:. Vuu ~rt Ill npand the arra'i
ur ulhcncs'i In )"nur lire~ il('allh, loVe, satisfaction,
h~PIIInrs!i, IH111 full srlr-e,prrs~lun, Or, ~·ou can be
.., here yuu nno ri~hl now. I~SIGIIT TRAJMN(i. Thr
\H'ekcntl e:liiiCriencc of )our llf('. ('all John 1·9 pm,
MtimiB)' thru fo"ritfmy, 298·7549,
217

SUrREME

Grover
Wu~hingtun returns to UNM's Popejoy lfall on
Wed., l'eb, I at 7:30 pm. Tickets ror lhls ASUNM·
II m~J•~<:c P1't'sent11tlon ltrl! IIYnllable u1lhe SUB and
l,opeju,- Hall Do:-.: Offict's and nt all Tlcketrnaster
locations.
2/1

WOMEN'S

·sutmfo:

JACKl•:T size 13/14. Good
2/6

O\len tnatchmutlc,
pmbl', nu:mory, No down payment, assume small
monthly pa~·mrnts. 268-4393.
2113
8 1-T. POOL TAI~Ll':, SJOO, includes all accessoril'S,
Susie 242-8146.
2/J
IIA.NDMAUJo; KNOlTY PIN•; Taws bed cnuch,
beaulirul, (t ft. hut~, foam pKd, UOU. 765·571.(,. 217
CAR CASSI-~TII·; STl-:Rfo:O, witll 5llde mount, $35.
211

255-6610 evenings.

AUSTRii\N SI{IS, NORlliCA boots [sh:e tO] and
pol\'"• S80.2SS.filil0 evenln~s.
211
1974 VHGA STATIONWAGON, clean, air, rudlal
Askin~ SIJOO, 266-3051. evenin~s.
2/7

Iires.

1975 MUSTAN<I II MACU I, 4-speed, V·6 low
s:uod shupe, $2650, Call Jay 8·5, 871-5340.

rnile~~e,

!AutmnutieJ, fl.41ens, 2X Converter, Zoom close up
ull S26S. Mami)'a .5!8AL, $79:.95. Nikon Fl Motor
drh·c Mnd curd .._, $415, 'r'ashica 124G 2'1.1 Twin l.rns,
$100. Maml~·a CJ bodyonl)· 559.95. Yashlca Mal EM
S61l,95. Alpha Green body, Swltar n,H lens, $75.
(:lhacllrome P-12 Chemical Kit, $9.95. We take
tnulrs llnd buy plwlo items. WllsDn Camera, 3107

l'cn1r11l NE.
FOR REJ.. AJI( DIU., llg·laJ:

sewln~

t\INKO'S TYPING St:lt\'1('1'; (111M !t;CicclrkJ and
2M~·8515.

Hn

4.

HOUSING

1\tuchlnc Comtl'"')'• 26&-9176,

COPIES
Overnight
3lf2°ea ·

6.

studeut~.

EMPLOYMENT

rcnred )llfd. Su lcaote rt"qufred. Garu5te. $285 rnonlh.

1·6

Nt<:lm UASS Pl.AVER lnlcrcstcclln working: niJ,lht e

s::

cir~·ult

wilh Juu./Rock band. •·or lnfonnntlon, cull
Phil, 2.81-3940
1119

111~1.1" WANTEil: TI~ACJIEUS nt all levels. i''!rrcl~n
s111l Uomt~tlc Tc~~>L·hers, IJox 1063 Vunl'CJuver, Wash,
9:KMO
2/Z

PAUT TIME EMPI.OYMENl' rur people who like
people. Work ns lillie us J hrs. JJer week, or mor1.•,
Cull29')·0401 for mol'f lnformnllnn.
212
PAirf.'riMEJOB: SAI.ES, flexihh~ hour~. ~uod p:t~'·
Pusslhlc full-lime summer. Cull Phil Frnnc7.yk, CI.U,

SKl-5360,

2117

8.

MISCELLANEOUS Is.

~·

,ou II dark walnut .~loincd frame, 21 ~arcty liner, 31
roam comfort pad, 41 any size maHn·S'i with 3-ywr
~UIIrtH11ee; ~9.95, 3407 C~·ntrul NF.. 2SS-2Z8?. 2/23

Cn.~l $30.011, !iludcnts $20.00, t•hnne 262-0066 or 166- ~
1m.

m_

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDRD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 So.Amer.
rodent
5 Airplane
9 Asian nation
14 Aroma
15 Companlonless
16 Legal ex. cuse
1 7 City of Peru
18 Brought Into
play
20 Muslim lord
21 Musical
note
22 Lower In
rank
23 Concise
summary
25 Make
another
offer
27 Greek portico
29 ---Jose
30 Broad-topped hill
34 Against:
Prefix
36 Speaks imperfectly
38 Flavor
39 H.S. Truman, e.g.: 2
words
42 The Ram
43 Helpers
44 Denial
45 Engrossed
46 Part of an
hr.
47 Raady
monev

49 Cr&Shi:9S •
51 English city
54 Electrical

machine
part
58 Cloak
60 Carton
weight
61 Musical lnstrument
63 Jog
54 imprison

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

65----

Khayyam
66 LIQuid

heater

57 Fences In

streams

68 Semester
59 Former

Korean
statesman
DOWN
1 ----- star

2 "Buddy Can

You Spare--·- ?"
3 Newspaper
feature: 2
word~
4 Noah s goal

5 Coasted

6 Reverence
7 Alo~g about

Apnl: 3
words

8 Thro~gh
9 Wear_1ed
10 Tannrng

compound
11 One of the

Azores
1 2 "It's----!":
You're on
13 Brood of
pheasants
19 God of
culture
24 North and
South----26 HeadQuartered
28 Melody
30 Young man
31 Steel furnace: 2
words
32 Feminine
name
33 Dilettante in
nature
34 Miles away
35 Nick
Charles'
wife

fiber
40 Assembled
41 Dry
46 Japanese
ship name
48 Canine
49 Uncouth
ones
50 Detecting
apparatus
52 Male bee
53 Caterpillar's
hairs
54 Swelter: lnformal
55 Languid
56 Both; Comb.
form
57 Ski-lilt
59 Bacterium
62 Decay

2/IJ

ELt:<, IU)NI(' IGNITION Hf.li-:C'1AI..S ROOd lhru
Fehruurj". lldtn l\brk lOR $39.95; Mt'"lnJI.wrk 400
$42.95; l'l~er SST $34.95. ltifl-549(), J·:ln-lmnl~
l)!nilltm Sui"·'"·
2111
fROM S.W9. VcHtd Sccmlen;: Ver<Jtn.
l'euj:eul, llcrculcso lhdn"·us Mn11cds. !"itn·ll."~ & A<'·
c....-.. urie!i . .I.J. Mnp('d,Jl22 ('rntrSII !-II·:, 268-.1949 2<'9

PHI\'A'I F ('1)11 1'("110:-1 'lHAIGIIH;H,\INim
('nn hl' 'o('l'll .11.C l'lpr & 1'ohS~cco Rnad.
tu7U ('un,~ll ~I·, M·l 9::Jo.(,:00, S~t. 10-S,
1/2
"-."t·tl\\-1'"". ~t --Ul'Rii ... 'i !li-S11Um ~~rl'!o: hlcydr;
hll'll('ll( I.'OIItliliU!~~$.00. ~~~~; 268·729.5.
2/3
t 1wd piJJ('<;,

,f

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268·8515 ,

'

37 Eur. country
38 Mexican

11rr.

. NoMinimum

_ .Plnced by - - - - - - - Td<'phonc:~---·---

E::.

'-<"

SE\,1''-HVI•NOSIS WOHKSIIOI•, 1-'ridn)· feb, ll!h ~
rrum 7:1H)-9:30 jhil and haturduy 10:00 um-5:00 pm. 0

2M.SK72,
2/tJ
1978 Klltll\' Cl.i\SSIC Ill, (ummcrcial model wllh
'ihn~ rake and allnchmenl~,.llfctlme fudury warrunty,

4•samedoy

°"t1

('HEM• WATI·:RHJ.:US! Water TriflN $89,95 bu)-.'1

2113

Please place th\· following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
t:mcs(s) beginning .
, tmder. the heading
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

~

211 ~

NO UOWN rA. \'Mt-:Nl' S11nsuf rl·cdn•r, 100 wnus,
('~\-;cite or 8 tud\ plll)'t"r. Frcmulit" ti·1'fll)' "pcakn,
mn~m·til' Ulrntablc, asstunc !irtntlllnonlhl)' payments:.

lukt• U\'tr"<;mnll p:t)mcn.l.li. 266·5871,

tn_

muth, vcr!Jnl, basic science skills. Excellent pnr. Cull

294-0416.

2/IJ

5H71.

('1:1

T11111rs wuntcd, rrpfldcnt.')' ffiJUfrrd In ...

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayll

Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monclav
. thru Fridav.

.

216

ATTt~NTION GRAI>llATI~ MEniG~I. Law

MOI~foJ)~

A<"n1Sl'OMEI> TO l.t:Xt!RY, larxc 1·bdrm., kids,
pd~, S.7.5 utilillc~ paid. 261·1751, Valle)· R~ntals, $30
213
fee.
lt<WSE H>H REN1' near l!NM.l·Ddrm, fireplnrr,
R?H·12.'i4.

;:Jl

Sl'\II)~:NT SI'OUSE WITH SF:WING "pcrlon"
wun.rd for part·llml' cm11luyment. ISernlnn Sewing QQ.

hultmJimh•!i, ~mhrolders, durn!>. lllind stltdJe,..wllhnnl uthu:hmenl~. 527.50 and Iuiie macldne. 2M.-

UJ \'fo;AI~ (;OAitANTEE unt•hdmt<d IR)'PWM)', colur
lelc\·lsl•m. llr.und nc" t=tummlec, dn down jtB)'mrnl,
\t'llllll mnnlhly IIMJinrnts: until hul11ncc li'i pnld

nmt· 3·tnlnult' l'a't;o;porl l,hutus, No llppulntmrnr.

lh.":tse, Lawrence, etc.
Cassi.'Uedcck, rccord:-;.168-7104
211

l/1
machine m:akes

1M·51171

~OAK

Til f.;. I.O(il(',.\1, I•I,A('l-; 111 IJe I-; Pupcjo)' lfalllhl:c
Muntlll)' al K Jim.
211

SAXAPI-IONIST

C'I.ASSIC'A I. (i\HTAH I.I·:SSOSS: Sr~:o"ill method.
llttl!fnnrrs Y.'elcmne. 2()(,.9291.
2/18

EUI'J'ORIAI.SI':RVI('t; ANil WRil'ING as.o;hojnnrc,
2(,5·1 J(,..$,
2/6

mobile c~tmprrssor. C111J I>UUJt 243-252~. Terri
!92•.111S1.
212
lU: A ('U)WN, ('lus~rs In tn1l)l:h:. ju~~lin~. mlmr,

JAZZ

ur duJ.skal. Exprrlrncrd iracllrr, l'ri'V11fe lessons.
('all MnrC' at 1. & M M1"ic SIUdlo, 247~8158.
1/J

fill~.

I>IVI':R? UI::..'H-:RT IJIVERS: Se,·cnty
mcmhcr11. l>he parlutrs, rcnluls, lmtmctlon, .75 air

uf the l.lne, Slightly used but still under wQrranty,
Autumnlic bnbbin wlndu, has C(Unputerlzed but~
tonhol~r und dues hundrtds of fane)' sdtches.
Uegulnrly $800, now $150 cash. 294~8755.
1/1

217
C AN"l"')N,.,.-:A-;~,;-~1:-,-;f:;-1.4.,.-;-lo-n-,,-;Mc;-co1:-o:-r:-w-;-1n-;d:-er-,-;Sl;;9;;;9-;;.9:;;-5.
Minm. J5EL, as nrw In box, $129.95. PeniPX fo;s

S('tiiiA

2/10

20 US~:II PORT,\DLE TV'S. $.10.00 to $60.00. 441
w,·nming Nfo:, 255-5987
2/1
SINCtm 1-'l/TURA ZIGZAG sewing m1u:hh1t. Top

Jn:LLIXI~ MICROWAVt: I.ARGE

QA T\'I'ISG SERVICI·:, A (UnJplrlt' lnlin~ and
edllurlul 'i}Sit'm. Trchnlcal, J!Cncral, legal, medkal,
sdwlu\tk. ('harloo& 1ahjrs.J45·212S.
4129

42119.

FORSALE

ccmdition. $40. 268-0015

$(,,0(),

211 llOXING MATCEU:.S! Ocnis Ch1ntz Cummunlty
{'('ntl•r, 715 Kalhr)"n SE, Februarr 4th, 7:30 pm.
Adml-;sion $2,00, Studrnl~ St.OO.
2/3

UH.

Nt:t:l) TO UORROW old High TJmes ror semesler.
Juc 256-0090
2/1

J•h~-sicul·t'motlnnal-intellcetuat.

I.INIJA, II.OVt: YOU. Ple11se reconsider. Chuck,

216

j

MARY, io'ORGET lT. If you don't wanl t!) meet me
at Cnrraro'" I hen we'll meet somewhere else und have
Carnuo's deliver to us. The only reasun I wan( ~·011 to
see lhe new re.~taunmt is because I think ll's preily
m•at. U's lhe first solar heated reslaurant In the
Southwest and secorid one In lhe whole eouniry. If's
nice and quiet, has a hi~ redwood deck and Is even
carpeted. ll's quite dlrrerent from lhe olher place on
the nllcy. Nick.
2/1

philosoph~.

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

FACUL TV

WAIT

;, Sf.R Jl/Cl.. ..... NOW._ .. WilEN YOU Nf.l:/) 11'' At~~/ rnnux/1 rqltifllnf'llf.

J'

II

In

contuct ()r. Koschmann at 277-3140 ur Mabel Grey ut

217

WliAT IS A COLLEGE INN1 Good food. Car~
peted, air clmditionlng. Apartment !ilyle living. 303
Ash NJ<:, 24J-2tl81.
211

IlANC~;

Sd-ri, pn_l'ln·, ar(,

217

SINGI.t: ROOM, FEMALE, co-ed residential Co-op,
clnse !o cam1ms, J meals dull~·. 247·2515.
2/3

5.
I.EARN TO

She said when she was in Iowa,
"I used to.Iike to run out a couple
of miles, go off by, myself and do a
lot of thinking.''

I D c:ard

utilities

Classified Advertising is .located in
Marr,on Hall, Rm. 105. Open 8:30a.m.
to 4:3<1 p.m., Monday through FriCtay.,
Rates are: to run an ad 4·davs or less·
COStS 1QC SWord" per. day; an adpiCIC~d
s· days or more consecutively costs·9c
:aw.ord·Per.day.
NOON·iS the deadline to place ah ad
.in next day

I.

present'

BRING KIUS, PI;;.TS, fun('y 2-bdrm

Pt:RSON WANTim TO SUA.Im hvo bedronm
mobile home rive miles frum campus. Junior, senior,

"I like to get' away !"rom people
sometimes, and go up to the
mountains and just think, When·
you're going to school everybody
seems to be in a hurry," Rostermondt said .

please

213

fee.

"Right now I just want to make
the most of it," she said.
Last week she made the most of it
with 21- and 33- point performances as well as seven assists in
one game, ea.rriing her this week's
this week's LOBO PlaY,er of Week
honor.

Red Hot Roek &. Rolllfith

fe~.

CAMPlJS SN•;CJA.l., FUU,Y .fenced, 4-rm home,
Modern kitchen, SIJS, 262-1751, Valle~· Rentuls, SJO

Rostermondt, a health major
with a biology minor, was given the
go-ahead to shoot when she felt like
it, but she was not sure she liked it.

International Education

EAST SHU.:, l~bdr~n, ~tamJ;;e, kids, pets,
$130, utilllles inchlded, 262-1751, Vullcy :~enhtls, SJO

Mus·r St<:l,l, EXc•:rnoNAI. Plll)l'rbark rollectlo;;

Marron Hall, Room 105
.Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New l\lcxico 87131

l

SPICC!At.
~:OLI.ECTIONS'

If groundhogs are so good
at predicting the w.eather,
why aren't they on the 10
o'clock news?
.1 !5:-";.M.,ll.jC~L
C'..~UJ!Ji.C.[;EilJ'!,:.·~

Thursday, February 2, 1978
~-·.

By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
A national trend of declining college entrance scores
seems tq have reversed and New Mexico high school
seniors are with their national peers this year for the
first time in two years, figures released to the LOBO
late Wednesday show.
.The average nationwide composite score on the
ACT test {or college-bound students in 1977 was 18.4.
The average composite score for entering UNM. freshman was also 18.4 in 1977.
The figures mark the first nationwide increase in the
average score in nine years. It is the second consecutive
year the UNM average has increased .
The nationwide average score for college bound
high school seniors hit bottom in ·1976 at an 18.3
composite score. The average score for UNM freshman was at its lowest in 1975 when it hit 18.1. The
UNM average score increased only slightlY. to 18.2 in
1976.
'

.

'

UNM average scores fell below the national average
for the first time in many years in 1975 when the
national average was 18.6. For example, the average
score of an entering YNM freshman in 1967 was 21.9
as compared with a 19.4 average nationwide.
The tie in the average score this year means that the
scores of entering UNM freshman are on par with the
scores of all high school senio~s taking the test in 1977 .
The average composite score for entering freshman
nationwide was 18.5 in 1977.
Rodney Young, director of the UNM testing
division, said in a statement, "The optimists will
interpret these scores as a reversal of the downward
trend." In the statement, Young called the increase
"of significant i'nterest" to educators.
When contacted by the LOBO, Young said he
would ·comment more fully later, but said with
caution," It looks like part of a state-wide and possible
nation-wide. pattern. r think it's probably linked
somehow to higher admission standards."

'v~veathermen

Consult With
-

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday
lpfurmallon rur I he
ll.'JM Cnh•nd11r i.<u:ompiled ns u
'il'nice ur Sludenl Al'lhifics.

Wednesday

1

ASUNM 1-'ilm Cotnm.

presentr,; lndeprndenl
{'lassir.'i, SUB Thr:llre. 8:00p.m.

Thursday

2

l.uhn ll~o;kelhall

at

\\')tlmln~. ASV~M

1-'ilm Cnmm. 11resenls lntll'pl'ndrnt
Omu•dy. Sl 111 Thl'lllrl.', 8:00p.m.

Friday

3

Wun1en\ Jla"ikelhalll 'Uhl'Nlf~
W~'nmfng,

or

7:30p.m •• t'~M Arena. The
.lt•ffn.·~ II Hallet ('o, prt•'ienlrd hl
lhl' Culfurnl 1-:uh•rtuinrnrnl
('nmm., 8: IS Jl.m., JlnJH'jiiJ Hall.

Him ('umm.

5

12

19

26

J.'ilm, 7;30 p.m •• Rodcy
Thculre.

Film, 7:30p.m. Rndcy
'f'heulrl'.

6

Prlnl Suit• rrmn l..ukc~hle:
Studio, 9;00-4:30 p.m.,
Art Museum-Green Ronm.
Spl'ukers ('omm, prcsl•nts:
l.rnnurd ~imo)·- ''Spnrk anti I''
A h~clure/demuns1rn1lon of fhe
impact tlmlSinrTrck brouKhl
ahoul.8:011 p.m., Popejoy ilnll

l•rint S11lc frum l.akcsldc
Sludlo, 9:00-4:30 p.m .•
t\rl Muwum-(;rccn Ru(lln,
JluprjnJ.-IIDII(Hcscnls the
Audub11n WUtlllfc fo'ilm
'i\'rie'i-.. Wildlire. By day und Dy
SIJ!III 1 •. 7:30 p.m.,l•opt>joy lbll.

13

14

7

Musical Perrormnnce on

('hris- J!fnnin~.;, .Junior
nl'rilal. Suxnphune, H: IS
p.m., J<eller II all.

I he Popejoy Uall Series:

"The Hu~al Ballet of
•·randcrs.. -cmc of Durpoe's: most
acrlaimetl modern cla.sslcal dance
companies ino e:.::ciling, and
brilliant producdun. Tirhls are
$7, 6, 4. 8:15pm, Poprj~Jy Hall.

Thr UNM Jan En5emblc,
8:15p.m., RudeyThcatre.

The Faculty Brass Quinlel,
8:15p.m., Keller Hall.

20

21

28

The LINM Symphonic
Band: Harold Van
Winklc, Ulrectnri 8:15p.m.,
Ito dey Tht>nl rc.

~.,· 0 V

.

I

:a.

'> '

293-4508
265-3667
345-5301
864-3522

I

Mon.-Fri • •
9:00-6:00
Sat.
9:00-2:00

!
l

.

I:

I

II

•
.._..

...... --------~

'

lhll pn~'icnls
llubhUng Hrnwn Suger, 8:15p.m.,
l•opeju}' llall.

9

l.ubo ua~kclhall·
Arh:tm:1, 7:35p.m., UNM

Arena, Ast 1NM J<'ihn Comm.
Jlrt:wnh Talk 'l'oward Vhiunce:
'I he srructural •'ilm, K:Od p.m ••
SI'IJ l'ht•alre.

10

11

Wnmcn;'t Jla'iki'lhall·
Fnitr. uf Ariwml,
7:JD p.m., l ~~M Arena.
'ic"' Mc,ll'u S~mphon-' Orthe<ilru
wilh Rnberl Mt"rrlll, K: 15 Jl.m,,
J'opcjnJ· II:JU. A!o,l','M Him
Cmnm. pn•o;(.nf"' IIi~ Girl hlda,,
7:00\~9:1Sp.m.M'B Jhrufrr.

The UNM CfiBml:ler
Orcht"'tra, 8: IS p.m.,
Keller Uall. f'ilm Cnmm, preSfrU.~
Tht 1-'llln.'i" or Maya Deren, 8:00
p.m., StiB Thl'alre. Popejoy
llaii/Sandia Kiwanis Club present
"The Ulhll'lands" 7:JD p.m ••
Popejo)' Hall.

23

24

Frer Vitleu Tapes: •'eb. 6·12,
"lleart/Soulh SldeJohnny".
IO:OUam-J:OOpm, Mcsal.nunRe,

Jo'rel' Vitli'U Tape.'>! fo'cb, 13~19,
•• A 11/Sha\lcr.i J.'i~h1•·

Sun. lt.t·n Juruh'"i \'cJmic indcpen•

22

Arilfmn (m·ifnlional,
l!~M Wumcn's<;olral
lurmn. ASl 1!\IM fo'llm Commiurr
pr~~rnl .. llea~en and 1-:artla Ma,::ic
Fcnture. Ihe amatlnJt animation of
llarr~ Smilh, 8:00p.m.
~UB Theatre.

I.oho IJa!iil!;clhall at Utah.
ASUNM Speakers Com·
mlrtre pre<ient!t Russ llurg,ess ''f...'iP
in AcUun". 8:00p.m. Popejoy
It all.
Cumm. pre:!il'nfs "T.!lc

•·um

C!Jmpleh.• Wnrks or Pelcr
Kubclkn'',S:OO p.m. SUR
,.h~·abe.

IO:OO~m-J:OOpm,

Mesa J.nun){e.

all he Suhl\a} Stallon. H:JO p.m.

SUI Ull'l'll1t•nf, A~l'SM Film
{'mnm pre~l'llh Kn l.arJ:n, 7:00&
9:1!i 1'·111· ~l'U lhrutrc,

17

<\Sl''t\f PECprcS'Cnl"
l'mn, Tnm The J•ip~r·s

Ci•lnnulo ~l!llr
7:.Jfl p.m.l'"'M ,\rrnu.
I'H' pn• ... t•n•s: l,f,c Enlertalnmcnt

7!00& 9:15p.m. StrJJ JhrUIH'

16

15

Or11heus,

Wunwu·~ U:a~l.:ethall-

4

Hl('n i.cJ!anf. Senior
Rcrirnl, fo'lutt.•, 8:15p.m .•
f\l•lll'r I lull, film ('omm. flrl'\cnl"
Triumph nr lht' Will. 7:00 & 9:15
p.m., ~·Wn Theatre, J•uprjn)· Hall
pn·~enr., Vinccnll 1 rkc In "'fhe
\t lllains~liiii'Uf'IUe Me", 3:15
p.m., l'11pej1n Hall.

('omm. ·1 hfShup on Main Slrccl,

i \'llJ:.1U p.m., SliJ 'I hcalrto.

,

~·.M.

~-'tt1111Wn\

Ordlc.,lra "'lib nc1hf.
'\ft.<rrill, 8;15pm. Pflpeju~ llull,

18 .,,f
l

Rotating
Toothpicks
Make
The
Rounds

('olll·~ialc ~ingl'r't

prc~erlf

"SPl't.'lat·uJar 1\-,
h.l'ltcr
fnpcJO!Jlull ·~umli:~ Kh\ltini~ prc ... enf
• 'C'!llifnrnla •-; Mhdon Trail,
7~.10pm, PHpt"jn.)" If all. l·'lltn
('umm. - ''lllc C:nfd Rll"ihlt &
"Uu.• I,U\'1-n ShUJl, •• 7• 'J:I5.11pm.

II: 151Jrn,

"""·

Wr!mt!n's. Uaskelhall vs.
• Arrwna Stale, 7:30p.m.
UNM Arena, lnlcrnalional
Wooten's Cnnfercnce-' 1 New
Mnlco Wt1mcn un the Mo\le",
~'lim ('mnm. prcscnls "Simon of
the Uescrt .. i 7:00& 9:15p.m ••
SUII Thcntrc,

25

•·rcc Vfdl'u Tupes: Feb. 20-2:6,
"llealll'S 2''
I 0:00am-3:00pm

fo'rel' YldcuTallts: hh. 27·Mar. 6
"~kit•s IJnwn MI. Evrres(, H
10:0(Jam-.1:00f)m, Mesu l.uurtge

I ,t1hu Da~ketball at BVtl,

I'EC lltc.'ient~ l.in~ t:nrcr·

t:.iumenr ~llhc Sul1wa)' Sta·
linll,3:.111 p.ni. sun nasemenc.
AUmqtu'f(lttC YouthS! mphnn)·.
H: 15 l,,nl., l,npcjo}- llall. f'llm
('e~mm. prrsrnis''Cucnahub'',
7:110,9: IS, & 11:00, SUB l'he11lre.

Because You Want
The Finest
A Keepsa~e diamon<l i~ prcchcly
cur to accrnt lhe brilliance (If iis Hne
white color .• , Keepsa~c, Ihere i5 no
finctdianwml ring.
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Nation·af.l. Tre·nd
Shows Reversal
In ACT Scores
J

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
According to Eric Sloane's Folk Lore of American
''If candlemas be fair and clear,
Weather, the jingle above is false and all weather
Two winters you will have this year."
predictions based on the weather of Feb. 2 cannot be
based on fact. The Groundhog Day tradition, Sloane
Today, Groundhog Day (formerly Candlemas), the
said, began in Europe when people observed the habits
lillie fuuy <:teature, Phil Punxsutawney, scrambles
of bear8 aud badgers the way we watch Phil in
Punxsutawney.
out of his burrow. If he sees his shadow, folklore
dictates that it will frighten Phil back into his burrow
There is a jingle associated with today that does ring
and we can look forward to six more weeks of winter.
true, Sloane said. "Half the wood and half the
A spokesman for the National Weather Service told
hay/You should have on Candlemas Day.'' Eisenhood
the LOBO, "I don't think anybody here gives it
said this is true because Feb. 2 is approximately the
(Groundhog Day) a second thought, much less a first
midpoint of the American winter and farmers should
thought.'' The Glossary of Meteorology also gives the
still have enough supplies to last them through March.
belief no credence: "There is no convincing statistical
Americans are not alone in the celebration of
evidence to support this belief," the spokesaman said.
weather days. Even the English have a day of their
Howard Morgan, meteorologist for KOA T-TV said
own by which they predict weather for the next 40
he doesn't really believe the groundhog can predict the
days. If it rains on St. Swithi n' s Day (1 uly 15) it wiJl
rain for the next 40 days.
end of winter. He said, however, "I think the tradition
is kind of nice. There might be something to
"As it turns out, none of these folklore things are
it ... because weather runs in cycles."
true," Eisenhood said. Yet hundreds of people, in·
Bill Eisenhood of KOB-TV called the tradition. eluding the media equipped with cameras and lights,
"fun" and""harmless" but said that even if Phil (who
trek each February to consult with Phil the groundhog
Jives outside of Punxsutawney, Pa.) could predict the outside the small town of Punxsutawney, population
weather across the continent, "It wouldn't apply 8,000.
here."
Phil's predictions may not be very accurate anymore
No matter what the groundhog does today in
because of the attention he's getting. Last year he
Punxsutawney, or any other part of Pennsylvania for
came out of his quiet little nook, was frightened by all
that matter, "Winter will continue there without a
the attention and scurried back without taking a
doubt, based on whatl've seen so far," he said.
glance over his shoulder to look for his shadow.
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Two Lines Oblique- Variations
3 (a.k.a. The Rotating Toothpicks)
was purchased by the University
three years ago for $12,000. Pictured here are two shots of the
Rotating Toothpicks, as they are
affcctionally called by UNM
students - but can you tell the
difference between them?
The one on the left was taken at
the Duck Pond last spring. The one
on the right was taken last summer
in the sculpture gallery of the
University of Califortlia (Los
Angeles) art department.
Curious as to tile amount paid to
artist George Rickey by UCLA, the
LOBO called that university's art
department. The LOBO was informed by a department secretary,
"It's none of your business.''

